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Statistique de visites

1524

930

0

594

Nombre
de visites

Questionnaires
complets

Questionnaires
incomplets

Seulement
affichés

61,0 %
Taux de
re m plissage

Historique des visites (18-06-2020 – 23-09-2020)
300

200
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0
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29-06

Nombre de visites (1524)

06-07
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20-07
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10-08
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24-08

31-08

07-09

14-09

21-09

Questionnaires complets (930)

Nombre total de visites

Sources des visites

Durée de réalisation

15,4 %
39,0 %
43,4 %
61,0 %
34,7 %
100 %
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Seulement affiché (39,0 %)
Incomplet (0 %)
Complet (61,0 %)

Lien direct (100 %)
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<1 min. (0,4 %)
1-2 min. (1,9 %)
2-5 min. (43,4 %)
5-10 min. (34,7 %)
10-30 min. (15,4 %)
30-60 min. (2,3 %)
>60 min. (1,8 %)
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Résultats
1. Are you a...

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Woman

439

47,3 %

Man

480

51,7 %

X

10

1,1 %

439 (47,3%)
480 (51,7%)
10 (1,1%)
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2. How old are you ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

20 - 30 years old

13

1,4 %

31 - 45 years old

263

28,3 %

46 - 55 years old

403

43,4 %

56 - 65 years old

250

26,9 %

13 (1,4%)
263 (28,3%)
403 (43,4%)
250 (26,9%)
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3. For which European Institution / Organisation do you currently work ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse
European Parliament
Council of the European Union
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Ré ponse s

Rat io

6

0,6 %

112

12,1 %
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European Court of Justice

44

4,7 %

European Commission

258

27,8 %

Committee of Regions

0

0%

European Economic and Social Committee

1

0,1 %

European External Action Service

8

0,9 %

European Central Bank

0

0%

Representations

0

0%

Agencies

70

7,5 %

Eurocontrol

156

16,8 %

European University Institute

3

0,3 %

ACP

0

0%

Council of Europe

0

0%

Office franco-allemand pour la jeunesse

3

0,3 %

239

25,7 %

European Schools

7

0,8 %

Other, please specify :

22

2,4 %

European Patent Office

6 (0,6%)
112 (12,1%)
44 (4,7%)
258 (27,8%)
0%
1 (0,1%)
8 (0,9%)
0%
0%
70 (7,5%)
156 (16,8%)
3 (0,3%)
0%
0%
3 (0,3%)
239 (25,7%)
7 (0,8%)
22 (2,4%)
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USB
Office des Publications
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European Court of Auditors
Publications Office
office des publications
Publications Office of the European Union
FRA
Joint Undertaking
Delegation
EU Delegation
EUIPO
Cedefop
(2x) CEDEFOP
(3x) EASO
European asylum support office
European Asylum Support Office
EUROCONTROL
Eurojust
ESA

4. Did you work from home during the Coronavirus crisis ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

889

95,7 %

No

40

4,3 %

889 (95,7%)
40 (4,3%)
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5. What is your current working situation ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Working from home

544

58,6 %

Working at the office

155

16,7 %

Both : working from home and at the office (weekly or daily shifts)

229

24,7 %

Still unemployed

0

0%

Partially employed

1

0,1 %

544 (58,6%)
155 (16,7%)
229 (24,7%)
0%
1 (0,1%)
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6. If you are still working, have your workload or work hours increased ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

No, I have less work than before

79

8,5 %

Same as before

565

60,8 %

Increased significantly

285

30,7 %

79 (8,5%)
565 (60,8%)
285 (30,7%)
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7. Do you feel more work-related stress since the beginning of the Corona virus
crisis ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 928x, sans réponse 2x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

428

46,1 %

No

423

45,6 %

More or less. If so, please specify :

77

8,3 %

428 (46,1%)
423 (45,6%)
77 (8,3%)
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Increase of solidarity levy and rumours on salary reduction put some stress in the system (also from a personal perspective)
There is additional workload to analyse the impact of COVID, that comes in addition to what was already a busy schedule.
More at the beginning. Now it's OK.
Especially at the beginning iof the tottal lockdown longer working hours and need to change work style and also some new tasks
More : because much more work / Less : working from home is such a delight to avoid the huge traffic coming from France !
more time pressure because of childcare and working full-time. Big improvement since my son has returrned to the creche (limited hours only).
More or less: It is more difficult to disconnect from work
I was very stressed the first weeks beucause of slowliness of connections and contributions to povided to hierarchy in short delays
Explosion of emails and meetings; stricter control by hierarchy
Yes. Never teleworked before, on the other hand can life go back to before?
more expectations from hierarchy with different working methods
things take longer to achieve; interactions are more cumbersome
working systematically from home implies a greater fatigue and sometimes less productivity
Heavy stress symptoms and exhaustion
When I had to work, follow our kids online with the school and manage all in house, it was really difficult.
There is much more work than pre-covid, cannot work with classified information
As I'm working in an operational team, the last weeks, whith the increasing of activities in the buildings, work load as increased.
Working from home all those months doesn't facilitate tasks and this provokes me extra stress.
Less, because children finished online learning, more, because staff is on leave and except for usual workload, we have also people to train.
Mainly stress related to technical problems, but also all the information/mails you have to keep an eye on.
more stress concerning physical working conditions (ergonomy etc.) and technical problems, e.g. unstable connections
Schedule has become more erratic, hours more numerous, including evenings and/or weekends. More ambitious targets to meet deadlines.
working from MS - dependant of derogation from Staff Regulation
I don't mind in the least the increased job-related work but I am very stressed by HR policies at this time (inflexibility)
sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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Difficulties of connection and distance communication
It was difficult at the beginning: servers and networks were not powerful enough to accommodate so many teleworkers.
A little more in the beginning, less as time was passing.
More; the family situation has made teleworking difficult (both parents having to telework while young children at home and needing
supervision etc...
workload was simply high at times
Files related to Covid-19 very complex, handled with very short deadlines, big pressure, sometimes working during holidays (i.e.Ascension,
Pentecôte)
You are expected to deliver even though you do not have the propoper tools as in the office
More ddue to missing personal contacts, absence of informal consultations and team meetings.
More workload especially at the beginning of home-working
I work for DG were the workload increased significantly because of COVID-19 crisis, therefore there is more stress related to the workload.
In the beginning I used to work long hours without interruption (living alone). This increased very much my stress level. Then I changed my
approach.
Teleworking entails no flexitime recuperation, I miss the odd half a day to break from work. Week-ends have at times been quite busy with
work.
Not in the beginning, but after a few months of teaching online while taking care of my own children at the same time I was exhausted.
The last the weeks, the work calmed down but before that, yes if felt more work-related stress
Yes. it is difficult to stop working especially when one keeps getting requests/emails from colleagues at all hours. Working hours are not well
defi
After a while I started to feel disconnected from work and from decisions, leading to a sense of lack of purpose. Things became very 'virtual'.
The stress was coming from the need to combine both work and parenting full time at home.
mainly caused by not being able to consult physical files as in the past secretariats did not upload full scan into ARES
Not because of work, but because of managers who have no people management skills
I felt more stress when the schools and crèches were closed, because it was very hard to work while looking after the children
Worked more hours to make online teaching work + spent many lessons caring for students' mental health that less stress from no travel is
gone!
Slightly increased
Constant updating of electronic tools and hardware have led to more stress. Jobwise it has stayed the same.
I find that I'm working longer hours, not necessarily more but longer hours.
sometimes considerable delays in through tools and necessity to double/triple actions
It is a different type of stress. Having more flexibility for the private live, but meeting much less people.
never see my colleagues, no talk together, only on line
working conditions (screen, printer), slowness of the IT system, teleworking not adapted to all situation
More stress during school closure (home schooling)
Working home keeps me far from toxic atmosphere at work
Mixed bag. I am less exposed to stress-triggers (for instance: stupid meetings) but I had to stop activities that helped against stress (sport).
As there is more work, there is more work related stress. At the same time, the fact that I don't need to comute takes out part of the stress.
My motivation is simply sinking with time, although I don't feel stressed per se
Less
Working from home brings a different kind of work-related stress, including the lack of direct contact with coworkers
sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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Changes affecting procedures due to abrupt need to adapt to remote working require extra investment in time/effort
Need to adapt to a lot of new tools and procedures
Working time is practically all day, as requests from collagues may arrive at any time. Many meetings take place remotely in order to keep
contacts
difficult to keep contact, to have a sense of belonging, family environment
Due to return to the office not due to work
There are more meetings (online)
More stress in terms of working arrangements in the working space, use of common facilities, bathrooms etc rather than the work itself
Yes: Wearing of mask, keeping distances, washing hands and material, dealing with irresponsible colleagues not wearing a mask, etc.
Not sure what is going to be my salary in the next following period nor am I sure to get a pension.
To many people at work ,
It is dificult to work with a child at home.
I do feel work related stress but not due to the increased level of work but due to the incompetence of the management/individuals to work
remotely.
I believe that staff should be allowed to telework from their home countries or in any event,from where their center of interests is.Not the case
now.
I experience a different kind of work-related stress - an increase in stress related to mis-communications.
It's more difficult stay away from work problems, as we work from home.
Working from home gives less incentive to stop working. I feel that I don't work enough hours and therefore, I just continue resulting in long
days.
working from home is stressful as such as one has to concile personal life and professional and on top of that without the same professional
means.
It is the same, even though the focus of the work has shifted

8. Has your organisation implemented a clear policy to reduce or take into account
the overload and or work-related stress on you since the beginning of the Corona
crisis (e.g. reduction in targets, working hours, etc....)?
Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 928x, sans réponse 2x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

230

24,8 %

No

614

66,2 %

More or less, please specify :

84

9,1 %
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84 (9,1%)
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A telephone number to psycho-social and/or Human Resources cell to contact in case of stress
They tried!
Specific units have developed their individual procedures.
Some general psy-support
workload has increased a bit along with work hours but nothing of great concern
The Agency HR measures were clearly put in place, but all depends on the non-always justified judgment of your own management ref
"business needs
Nothing was said about not meeting our annual targets
My organisation did advise to take leave during lockdown and not to telework continuously.
No reduction of work but asking hierarchy to be tolerant
Don't know
les charges de famille sont prises en compte
vague but understanding, 'do as much as you can in your circumstances'.
in case of problem we may address to our Head of Unit , I did not do this.
only at my unit level, so OK for me, but the organisation could do more
There was no more work the work was the same as before
Sort of
Entre les instructions reçues et ce que décide et fait la hiériarchie il n'y a pas de cohérence. Il faut montrer que nous on bosse !!!!!!!!!!
no specific reduction in targets, but a general flexible approach, which managed relatively decently to take into account the external
circumstances
don't know
Not clear on coming back to work
Not that I know of
I'm not sure.
Yes We got extra hours (20 for everybody) for thé extra hours which doesn’t count when we are working in home office but no reducing of the
targets...
Yes for the Eurocontrol agency I guess but no for CRCO where I work. Only department in Eurocontrol where teleworking is NOT premitted !?
Parts of the Agency do not work the same. in the CRCO the flexitime and the teleworking have been always an issue due to the Director who
refuses all
Answerd NO to question 7.
Just because we are working from home, it doesn't mean that we should be less productive. Teleworking is a great step forward.
Yes, to add only 8 hours per day strictly but usually I work with very short or no lunch break and sometimes additional hours then 8 with no
record
I don't need any adjustments. I think my unit and department have made adjustments for people that need them.
Enough flexibility but no specific policy
My organisation has followed us up closely, shown a certain level of understanding, but the workload what was what is was
Management used survey to "sense"the suitation and Yes they provide instructions for being disconnected per hour in order to reduce stress
doing some
My teamleader keeps putting pressure
Same than usual
I don't think my organisation can do anything to reduce the workload, as urgent work related to COVID-19 has to be done for the benefit of MS.
sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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Yes, but not sufficiently: reduction in targets are not enough, crisis meetings did not integrated input from Staff representatives
it was locally agreed at EUD level, but at HQ level no empathy
I don't think so
Video with the psychologist explaining that we have to cut between work and private, the staff division has encouraged us to take free
Management is talking about reducing targets but there has so far been no implementation of any measures. My team leader still frets about
production.
Flexible hours
flexible working hours
Targets are reviewed after several calls from the Staff Representation and one of the unions. The review is assesed on indivual basis. No
decision yet
More flexibility is offered to employees
More flexible working hours
No reduction in target, but flexibility with working hours.
Not at the begining where priority was to keep rpoduction targets.
no reduction in targets but more flexibility in working hours
A discussion on reduced targets was possible
Not necessary
No clear policy. Depend on the manager.
Targets schalk be reevaluated at the end of the year in an individual manner where reasoned; one extra vacation day given
less contact, more stress, as working with kids around in a non-ergonomic environment (living room)
Increased flexibility: eg. working from abroad, no core time
Workload dropped anyway so it wasn't a result of coronavirus but I was told I could be more flexible re hours worked as I have children.
less stressed because distanced from management, more stressed having to adapt to all new digital processes
No clarity, only the possibility to take leave
reduction of target can be discussed depending on personal circumstances.
There is a policy to take into account the overload (not the stress). Its goal is to ensure that production does not decrease.
More flexibility regarding working hours was provided
Reduction in targets, situation analysis with the immediate superior to find solutions
Given time budget to adapt but not enough
Not really applicable: management have been very good about communicating, but on the whole we have carried on as normal.
I haven't had (yet) overload or extra work-related stress.
target not reduced but indicated corona effect will be taken into account at the end of the year
In the beginning of the crisis management acknowledged that staff cannot be expected to preform 100 %, but now the expectations are back to
normal
Mostly yes, but not always sufficiently (regarding reduction in targets)
Not as it should be
Targets could be adapted but that was only communicated in July when the school / childcare was open again.
Targets have not been re-arranged, as they should have been the case.
More flexibility is offered (e.g. when to work), but the load remained the same, not taking into account overhead.

sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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Yes everything was directed via formal decisions but with a big push of staff committee efforts. However we have to return to the offices in
shifts
not a clear policy, reduction of workload was left at the discretion of directors and team managers
they said they implemented, but I did not see any reduction of targets. On the contrary I was encouraged to do more.
Insufficiently even if something has been done ! Not in accordance with EU or Belgian authorities
can't say n/a to me, no idea for those in the case
Flexitime not activated, 1/2 extra to telework (subject to agreement by mgt and HRS), extended parental leave rights, etc.
Not really. Uncertainty remains until now. Aviation is heavily affected. No large-term vision except the reduction of staff to be replaced with
other
They don't really care about us, our DG only worries about companies and their shareholders
They did, but who can work from home should be allowed to do so.
it was intimated that working hours would be flexible, especially for those with children or other dependants, and that core hours would not
apply
It has been said that everybody with young children not at school could have a reduced work-load - but it was very unclear how that should be
implemen
There is an acknowledgement that this situation affects you, but no specific/official, written policies from upper management.
the head of unit asked, but the work was there to be done

9. Have you had to care for your children while working from home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes

388

41,8 %

No

310

33,4 %

Does not apply.

231

24,9 %

388 (41,8%)
310 (33,4%)
231 (24,9%)
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10. If yes, was/is your manager comprehensive about it ? If you answered "does not
apply" or "no" to the previous question, in general, is/was your manager
comprehensive during the coronavirus crisis ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Extremely comprehensive

359

38,6 %

Relatively comprehensive

420

45,2 %

Not very comprehensive

110

11,8 %

Not comprehensive at all

40

4,3 %

359 (38,6%)
420 (45,2%)
110 (11,8%)
40 (4,3%)
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11. Do/did you feel connected to your colleagues while you are/were working from
home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 928x, sans réponse 2x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io

Yes, totally

252

27,2 %

More or less

573

61,7 %

No, I feel/felt disconnected. Please specify :

103

11,1 %
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Colleagues too busy to communicate effectively;
No, I feel disconnected. Communication does not take place if I don't actively seek it. That reduces significantly the quality of work.
Not much communication
It is diffucult to be in contact with colleagues, when you can not just stop by and say hello.
No, I feel very much disconnected. My manager has not organised any team meeting during this lockdown period.

sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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No, rare meetings
meeting colleagues, only about work related matters, check-ins, no informal contacts as before
The first 2 months of lockdown was very disconnected from colleagues as everyone had their own stresses trying to manage teleworking from
home
Also because I do a job requiring not much coorporation.
At times disconnected
My team is not really used to technologies, so we had no connection. We also do not have regular checking moment every week so we were
more isolated.
No contact from my manager at all
No, I feel disconnected.
Communication was not working well, as many colleagues were unable or unwilling to use the phone/video call system (Avaya)
Miss the small conversations that spring off ideas
Les quelques cafés virtuels organisés ne fonctionnent pas bien en raison des problèmes techniques de chacun
Rather sporadic contacts only, mostly by email/phone and dictated by necessity. Almost no casual contacts at all.
in the evening (sms with the HoU) everyday and a few Skype meetings - when it 'worked' - but just to poor maybe
Lack of personal contact.
My reply to the previous question is simply "comprehensive". I feel connected to my colleagues but I feel more connected when I am in the
office.
It is more difficult to stay in touch with colleagues when working from home.
L'interaction devient difficile si on doit progresser sur une voie pas tracé d'avance
Alone
As i work alone on my files i have ´hardly any contact woth colleagues and feel cut off.
Only connected to very few colleagues
I feel quite disconnected. The managers are contacting me more abruptly, and I have to contact the colleagues to get some news (all seem
overloaded)
missing sharing of knowledge
I feel disconnected
Only connected to those that one was working with closely before, but missing out on occasional / social connections
Little contact, isolation, school email policy makes general colleague contact impossible
Things worked well for about two months. After that, I started to feel disconnected.
Meetings were addhoc, No real followup of tasks
Very disconnected.
a whats-app group was created. My mobile phone is not "smart" and I would not wish to use private 'phones for work anyway
I felt disconnected because my manager ensured that I am isolated from colleagues, did not assign tasks to me, etc.
Because I did not have the personal face-to-face contact with my colleagues
There was almost no contact with my colleagues
Talking over skype is not the same
No contact
Caual contacts have disappeared
For obvious reasons the connection are almost not there anymore

sondages gratuits en ligne – www.survio.com
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Social contacts are missing, ease of sticking the heads together is gone!
I miss the human contact, the occasional consultation, the spontaneous exchange of views ...
I almost don't have any contact with my colleagzues anymore.
Having to make a telephone call is not the same as meeting someone in person
Only connected to my team mates
seeing people in person is important, but now we can't
Personal contact is missing. Discussions over the phone on complex matters are not efficient.
I feel disconnected and disengaged
Contact possible, but only occasional for specific work-related issues.
Relatively disconnected. Contact is more difficult due to distance.
Almost no contact with the colleagues
Informal communication is missing a lot. You are more reluctant to call a colleague because you think that you disturb them.
no informal, occasional and chance-based encounters with colleagues, everything has to be organized
No, most colleagues appear disconnected. Cooperation from colleagues is dropping. Small details turn into showstoppers.
specify?
no social connection
Less interaction
Only online interaction
nearly no contact,a lso due to constant network issues.
I feel less connected. Some colleagues I still see on skype but others, that I used to chat to in the hallways I don't see any more.
Okay at the beginning but this is taking too long and I don't feel a sense of belonging anymore
For the work part, connected enough but not ideal though. For social aspects, discussing what the office is doing etc., not very well connected
working from home oncressed the feeling of not being important for the team
Not great earlier, worse now
Still connected with most direct colleagues but completely disconnected with the others; actually this is the most "depressive" aspect
The job is quite solitary without a need to contact colleagues. Weekly team meetings with Skype do not replace chats with colleagues during
coffee.
I stopped giving a shit about "colleagues" (the correct term is: competitors) VERY long ago. This is the EPO, man! We are a modern
organisation! (Not)
It was already a solitary job, this mde it just worse
each one keeps for himself
No I feel disconnected
Much less contacts
I feel more and more disconnected. Virtual meetings are fine but do not substitute real contact.
Colleagues maintained the connection at best but in no way can the online communication replace the spontaneous and productive office
exchanges
there is a lack of knowledge sharing, very few meetings organised, loss of social contacts
75% of contact with colleagues has stopped.
No direct contact except for connection via phone or skype
disconnected
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(3x) Much less contact. Contact much more complicated, less intensive.
Not many people around, lunch not possible, which is the social time at work
I've only kept in touch with the very closest colleagues.
nearly no face to face meetings
Less interaction with colleagues - virtual contact is not as pleasant.
A few Skype meetings don't replace face to face daily contact.
I feel disconnected since I only have communication with the people I work with. But that is not bad..
No, VC is not 100% replacement for interoperability
Lack of interraction, no coffee, etc.
No, contact was difficult via teleconferences
Connected only to close team. But as a whole disconnected from other Depts colleagues and middle management.
I barely see or read anyone, my work can be done with minimal social contact, and so it happens now, only strictly necessary communication
No, and I don't mind
the small conversations do not take place, there is no team, I am connected only to people I work with
I miss all the chats which create a stronger team feeling and also bring work information
It’s quite difficult to maintain good social relations with the coworkers
It was difficult to reach them via phone, they preferred to chat
everyone is working on its own project and on its own agenda
WebExes disrupt productivity and deprive one of the huge value of informal discussions and ad hoc encounters
My day to day job depends largely on getting face to face feedback from ATFM operations. Whilst I got written feedback during my period of
teleworking
hardly any communication
The nature of the task I did, I didn't need much communication.
no phone contact

12. Do you have your own office space at home ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io
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No, I have to convert a room, a speficic space for it.
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13. Does/did your employer provide the necessary equipment for teleworking ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io
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No
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Other, please specify :
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not requested as not needed
I have my work laptop at home but I had to go to the office to print/ scan larger documents because my private equipment was too limited in
capacity.
(3x) Only the laptop
not needed-I have all at home.
just the laptop. nothing else
I don't need it.
Personal laptop. But suffered from tendonitis working on a small screen
Only laptop but no allowance for Internet costs
I have the corporate laptop but nothing else
Partially (basically only a lap top), no extra screen.
Yes but a docking station and camera would help
NOT ENOUGH
no I still have to ask for a token
only the 3.6. 2020
I have a corporate laptop but no printer, no second screen, no ergonomic chair bad internet connection
We had to insist a lot to have our "special" coputers at home
just a laptop. I had to buy a monitor on my own
It is expected to use the private smart phone for work. I consider that not correct.
I have the corporate laptop and bought a larger screen as the laptop's one is too small
laptop yes, I had to buy a big screen and chair, so now I am ok.
Partially. I got a laptop but had to purchase Wifi connection only for the purpose of teleworking
I did teleworking aready, so the situation was not new to me.
Partially only. At home I use the laptop that I usually use at work on a docking station, but at home I do not have access to the two larger
screens.
No at the very begining, then we were told we could go to the office to pick screen, chair...
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headphones were ordered but were soon out of stock. still using my own headphones
For the first 2 months of lockdown all I had was my laptop. After that I was able to collect my office chair, one of the monitors and keyboard
just the laptop
We can use our portable.
more or less (headphones were out of stock)
a small hybrid laptop
Only very late after lock down and when I was already teleworking far from the office, so not possible to pick up the necessary equipment from
office
Offer of equipment came too late for me, I already bought a screen, an office chair and a keyboard, plus extra cables needed to set everything
up.
The corporate laptop was provided, however the screens were not allowed to ba taken home, which would have been helpful.
some equipment, no printer, paper etc or ergonomic desks
Not really.
The basics, yes - but a portable and token alone are not enough for "comfort" or ergonomics...
Some (e.g. laptop), not other (e.g. printer, paper, ink, bandwidth)
I received a laptop but I had to buy an external screen and a mouse
Laptop yes. A general concern is that internet where I live is very unreliable sometimes.
Would be nice to have the good office chair, but a laptop and headset and phone is sufficient.
Pas d'imprimante, pas de chaise de bureau, pas de grand écran, pas de clavier individuel
Depends on what is meant by "necessary equipment": I only had the corporate laptop. However, what I miss the most is the top-notch
ergonomic chair.
yes pc and keyboard but not the very important big screens
just the laptop, but I miss the bigger screen and ergonomic chair, may back is suffering more than usual
only the basics (laptop)
I had the necessary equipment already as I'm a teleworker. Non-teleworkers were not allowed take screens/chairs from the office.
Only a laptop. It was forbidden to borrow one of our large screens from the office.
It was not allowed to access the office chair at the office for home. Havy back and postural acke are the consequence.MD prescribed an
ergonomic one
Yes, the PC but not a screen.
Partly by providing a laptop.
yes, but I have used an additonal screen and speaker of my own
Office laptop, yes, but no compensation for internet connection
Yes but not adapted to the situation: laptop with very small screen
ECC provide the laptop. On top of that I had to buy office chair, desk, monitor, keyboard, mouse, proper headphones
I had to wait for a laptop (one week) and it did not work: twice I went to the office...H E L Pdesk...10/10!
I bought a new printer with adequate capacity + ink and paper (budget over 750 euros), a big screen, headphones.
Laptop only
Only my PC
Laptops: useful temporarily; clearly insufficient for a situation 4-month long. I'm having serious "back" problems (kine already for a month)
Laptop yes, but that's all.
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The Commission provided me with laptop but I had to buy a bigger screen, a keyboard and a printer
the laptop
I need a big screen because I work on large tables, but I only have my Commissio laptop
The laptops are to small for fulltime work and you encouraged to pay for better tools with your own money.
partially - laptop
Yes and No: laptop but no big screen
Yes they provide a laptop, but I had to buy my own headset and a proper office chair.
Some equipment such as printers/scanners are not available at home and really needed.
Corporate laptop
Yes, I was provided with corporate laptop
connexion internet à ma charge, électricité à ma charge (en délégation en afrique: coût élevé de l'électricité si climatisation)
Only PC
L'écran de laptop est insuffisant pour mon travail. On est pas sensé de les importer et si oui, ça devendrait difficile de changer TW - office
Only laptop provided, everything else was taken care of by myself. No compensation offered for anything so far.
a laptop but I bought a screen on my own as the laptop screen was far too small
No. The Commission refused to provide a second screen, and it's impossible to print form the laptop.
Commission lqptop difficult to work for mqny hours without an external screen.
Not at the beginning of the crisis. Necessary equipment is being now provided little by little
no professional mobile phone. Internet costs and related costs should be taken partially over by employer. Very bad IT-tools for online
meetings.
Yes but would be nice to have a small scan/printer and beeing reimburse for the internet costs
laptop, but we can't take screen from the office? they just gather dust at the office!?
Laptop was provided. I had to buy several pieces of equipment, like monitor, router, cables, connectors, printer/toner.
partially, as I could use the laptop but not the big screen
Partially i got one monitor, due nature of my work had to purcghase dockinf
a laptop and a bigger screen due to my function beforeOLAF re-organisation ofn 16/6/2020
I'm an interpreter. DG SCIC is using new technologies to deliver interpretation. Unfortunately these new technologies make my working
conditions worse
I use my personal screen and keyboard, and exceptionally my personal mobile phone and paper.
No printer not ergonimic chair
I took the laptop from the office, but I had to buy a screen because I had problems with my back and neck
A laptop - but we are not allowed to bring a screen home - and 1 laptop screen is not good enough for my work
not for the first 2 months, then an old laptop, and a month later a new with the Court environment
Yes: laptop+cable for wifi, no: external screens on my own (but is normal I think)
I had an old laptop but had to buy monitors and a keyboard myself.
Not all, only laptop.
Partially, I took the existing equipment from work but no chair and work desk vere available
Equipment from work office could be taken home. It is now possible to order additional equipment because telewoking period has been
extended.
minimum equipment: 13in laptop, while I usually work on 2x 27in screens...
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Ofcourse the Commission continues to ask us to use private GSM and WIfi, withot reimbursements
More or less. We were asked to bring some equipment from the Office.Our private phones were to be used for VPN authentication.No chair or
table.
I don't telework because I don't have a spare room. So I didn't ask for any equipment.
Only a laptop. Not allowed to use office screen, keyboard and mouse.
(5x) Partly
Not yet (20-07-2020) but it is planned
Not yet. I bought a screen and a mouse myself in order to be more flexible. I also ordered a bigger one which was offered to us now.
A laptop but no desk, no printer, no ergonomic chair
Only in part
yes, starting from august
Partially, no dedicated screen, no office furnitures
Only partly
Partially Monitor, Laptop, Mouse. No ergonomic table nor seat was provided
only IT equipment, no desk/chair
I could have taken part of the screen etc from work, but since I go to the office when I can this did not interest me
not up to now
Corporate Labtop
It was possible to take home some equipment from the office.
Partially yes (PC, screen) not for the aspect dealing with the connection, no sipport for having a better provider contract
Partly. They provide laptops and small devices (mouse, headset...), but neither screens nor ergonomic chairs.
Commission provided a portable, I provided a hub, screen, keyboard, chair, desk etc. but I am happy about this as costs are offset by reduced
commutin
the computer was provided but nothing else
Laptop+1 screen only. 4 months later (much too late)we can finally order office desk/chairs+1 additional screen, but we won't get them
anytime soon.
I received a laptop on 4 May, I had to buy a computer for my daughter as I needed mine
We took our own equipment home
Keyboard and Mouse supplied by me
let us take the office equipment to work from home
I already had teleworking equipment (standard teleworker)
Only the portable computer but I had to provide a big screen, borrow a desk and buy an office chair
Laptop only. I provided for extra monitor, keyboard and mouse
laptop and peripherals are OK, but mis bigger screen and I don't have a comfortable desk and chair to work the whole day
I wanted to work to the Office
With delay, only partially. Costs for cables to connect screen and transport of large screen from office to home not provided. still no tablets .
Computer provided. Extra screen and chair I bought myself.
I had to buy a proper screen. I still have no proper office chair, nor desk.
Yes, partially not enough to work properly, later more but it is to combersome to work once a while at work or at home, should be possible in
the fut
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Not yet, but planned.
no furniture, you can take your seat and your screen and your keyboard at home, but no printer provided
Some. I had to buy a keyboard, mouse and screen. And furniture.
Only a laptop
Not at all. We had to use our own pc, phone, and support all cost, energy, phone call, Hvac, etc
yes, but with a delay of several weeks
only laptop
I have a laptop from my organisation which is enough for usual teleworking. However for long period of teleworking, screen is too small and
seating po
Only partly, laptop provided, but no monitor
in my case, just a laptop but no large screen or extra keyboard
partially : screen + laptop, the rest is mine
OK for the headphones and keyboard, I purchased myself a large screen
Laptop and docking station. Screen or a specific amount to buy equipment should be provided like EMA.
My employer provided us all with laptops. However, we were not given any other equipment i.e. screens, docking station and chair
Not all. A big screen would have been welcome
partially (laptops), the rollout for the rest of the equipment being in Sept.-Oct. 2020
I bought the equipment before they provided an option to deliver it.
Yes, but I have no place for it so a laptop and a keyboard is all that fits.
Using my own equipment but the bandwith of the network was not foreseen for a general teleworking arrangement.
Just the laptop.
Laptop was provided, but no screens or printer
PC
only laptop - no screen
I do have a laptop, but I needed a printer as well
Not all is provided, as the management does not consider e.g that I do need a printer/scanner at home. Feels like less important job
and 1/2we had one computer for 3 people the first month and 1/2
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14. Do you feel you can/could easily disconnect outside working hours ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 929x, sans réponse 1x
C hoix de r é ponse

Ré ponse s

Rat io
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not always. during the teleworkong period, 11-12 working hours days were quite frequent
Disconnection was easy but sometimes I prefered to stay connected to be able to assist colleagues if/when needed.
It depends on urgency and priority of tasks
I could disconnect, but I also had longer working days.
Not easy to disconnect in a service providing job where people want quick answers and are under a lot of stress themselves but not a problem
In the beginning it was difficult
It wasn't easy especially with mails.
It dépends on my workload
Sometimes it's hard to find the balance and to stop at the end of the day
Too heavy workload
Not always easy
Depends.
more difficult to disconnect when teleworking than working from the office. working hours are more or less mitigated with private time
Trend to remain connected anc check emails
I ignore my emails when not working. Would be too much.
naturally, the private and the work sphere are more blended than before
Presence and assistance to homeworks of kids implied automatically to work outside working hours
it's less obvious than before since the office is literally just around the corner
the situation is similar to non-Covid times, not always easy to disconnect
Push mail visible on all appliances
Depending on the work to be done
After 2 weeks, I had to set up a discipline and make sure I was eating and drinking at regular times
It was hard to stop in the evenings,when you can "just" finish this or that email...
It depends on the workload.
More or less, when I had a lot of stress and a lot to do: no
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While taking care of the kids during the day with my partner, I had to work extra early morning or at night so it wasn't easy to disconnect
outside wo
Yes, very temporarily for limited specific side-tasks. But harder to do in the long run, i.e. evenings and/on weekends.
During the 2 first months of TT I was reachable evenings & WE (mail & mobile) but no recognition of my HoU so know it's finished
I think overall I am more connected to work but this has sometimes also positive effects
it depends on the deadlines
The workload was a lot but this is normal in this job.
on n'a pas toujours l'occasion pendant la journée d'être concentrée à 100% à cause de la famille donc on compense en travaillant un peu plus
as usual, also working evenings
sometimes
It was more difficult to disconnect. Insidiously, I tend to accept extra work hours and weekend work more easily.
having a company laptop at home makes it easier to work in the weekend or at midnight, you are going to check your emails even if you do not
want to
To some extent
some discipline is needed
Not really. As there are always urgent things/ last minute requests to solve usually I only turn off the laptop around 18:30-19:00
Since you're at home, the desk is in the other room.
not so easy...but really necessary: biking
I organised my own working hours when at home so they spilled over. Sometimes difficult to split work and home life
Depending on the week. I had no choice but to work during the long weekends of Ascension and Pentecôte
Yes, since my child went back to school and is now in "stages". No, when she was at home and I had to juggle with all tasks.
I make a deliberate effort not to switch on at weekends
It was a tradiconal peak period in May/June so I need to connect mys elf outise normal hours as well (it was espcially the case when kid was at
home)
Not if I have/had unfinished tasks
OK but not fantastic
connexion permanente n'incite pas à se déconnecter
difficult to stop in due time - tendency to continue in order to have less the next day
difficult at first - I felt trapped in a foreign country (Belgium) where the situation was very worrying and scary and I was not allowed to leave.
Yes, I can disconnect easily but I have to inform my Head of Unit if I am not connected.
Sometimes I start working earlier or work until 7 p.m. or beyond
I had to give myself a rule, and refrain from reading e-mails arriving e.g. on Saturday night ...
yes, with some exceptions, given the international duties of our unit
Sometimes
Often yes, sometimes not
No air condition, own balcony, less noise. However, ALL DEADLINES to be kept despite COVID/RE-organisation of meetings: STRESS! MORE
work!!
I often stay more connected after normal working hours
Now yes but not in the first 2 to 3 months of the confinement as there was a lot of work. I as well as other colleagues were quite stressed
no, but was already before Corona ;-)
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I felt responsible for my duties in this stressing time
Family and work are mixed up and always present at home.
As said before, it worked well for about two months. At the end of the period I felt overwhelmed, I needed to take extra annual leave to be
able to di
It's a battle between willing to help and choosing for one's own health. It's not easy, but I'm trying to disconnect as much as I can.
The usual working hours are 9 to 6 pm. During the lockdown I had several Webex call at 7.30Am with people from Asian countries or from 6 till
8pm.
(2x) More or less
question is not clear. "disconnect" from work situation? no. Would have been much safer teleworking from my home region )
Difficult due to the Covid situation as I had to stay at home
Not easy. Workload was huge.
More difficulties to separate privat and prof. live
Having my office set-up in the middle of my living room, somehow reminds me of work all the time. Home-schooling obliges me to work much
longer hours!
I have so many things to do that there is usually no time to think about work outside working hours, but otherise it is sometimes hard to
disconnect.
to help achieve targets, servers are available until midnight... hours spent for children care during day are supposed to be worked at night?
More or less.
my working days are longer since I often work while having my luch break and in the evening
I am tempted to check mails because my machine is conveniently located on my table in my living room.
It was more difficult to disconnect since there was no transition between work and home. I had to develop a new discipline to be able to
disconnect
could disconnect from daily work but not from social conflicts at work
Most of the time.
Only partly
On certain days
Work and private totally mix and overlap
Sometimes yes, sometimes less so. Due to late working hours because of kids during the day interrupting.
I'm working more hours and therefore have less time to disconnect, but I manage.
Late working hours make it difficult to disconnect.
Working hours stretch into the evening. Once disconnected, then ok.
Since targets were unchanged so was production pressure, which made it difficult to not catch up on hours lost with e.g. kids in the evening,
night,WE
I sometimes feel that working day is longer than usual when working from home. It is sometimes expected that you are connected late in the
evening.
We had to be stand by but took turns so that we had periods when we could be disconnected
not always
More difficult to disconnect when I see my files and my work computer
Yes provided that I work a bit more
When working from home, it's hard to define exact working hours
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Laptop stays on the dining room table, in the middle of the living room. Muscle pain (back+hands) & tireness that prevent from enjoying free
time.
If work arrived after 6 p.m.I would log on late at night to meet deadlines
less easy to self limit the working hours
i can disconnect -but who does my work if I do not do it?
It is easy to start early and hard to stop early with short lunch breaks in order to avoid missing calls and excahnges, so longer days alltogether.
Could disconnect but also had to sometimes very rapidly be able to reconnect
Temptation is high to continue working after normal working hours
tendency to work at late hours
The stress related to the situation is difficult to evacuate
Yes, because of my partner
Not in the first few weeks. I had to learn it.
Depending on the stree of the day
depending on the day
Not at the begining but, yes, some weeks later
Some times yes, as a rule. But occasionally there were contacts from colleagues outside normal working hours; I was considered available.
Only when I forgot to close down my laptop as the emails where still being sent at 23:00 hrs or 01:30.
I disconnected more easlily in the beginning, then less so, trying to control it
it is blurred: I work at times where I am free, I can do things which are convenient for my life at times where I normally work
At the beginning, I had to force myself to disconnect.
When working from home, on occasion i had more flexibility. Howevef, one downside was that i couldn't always easily disconnect
Depending on specific deadlines in working tasks
timeliness deadlines have been tightened starting Apr. 2020, which makes the work less flexible and therefore more difficult to actually
disconnect
I could not stop thinking of some work-related issues
It depends on the task priority.
During the confinement where it was recommended that we don't really go out, I couldn't disconnect that much from work.
When necessary easily connecting outside working hours
More or less. As usual before COVID.
I try to apply a working schedule in order to disconnect.
Depending on a daily basis
when at home people thought you can answer at anytime as you are working home
It depends on the number of mails I receive. Usually too many, I have to be connected also outside working hours.
Not always, but the majority of the time.
My work never really stops given flow of emails, etc.
Separation between private life and working time is difficult when at home with all the family.
difficult to close the work at the end of the dau
sometimes I continue considering work issues but switch off my PC intentionally
Work desk is always close; in contrast to office
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15. Would you consider teleworking as a regular advantage afterwards ?

Choix unique, Nombre de répondants 928x, sans réponse 2x
C hoix de r é ponse
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More comfortable, less social interaction, more possibilities of exploitation
I would need to invest in office equipment
Yes, if the rules are clear!
I will keep teleworking now and then, on the punctual basis, few days a year (as before COVID)
NO full time teleworking. YES part-time (2 days per week max.) to reduce traffic on the road.
Flexibility is good but no possible to telework only
Yes if I dont have to homeschool and parent the children at same time. Yes if EUROCONTROL agrees to provide me with telephone, internet,
printer etc
It should be a good balane between both, not only one of them.
Yes in principe, but not for the entire working time.
yes but only partially, for example 1, 2 or 3 days a week
I will telework 2 days a week, no more
The work still needs to get done even if with reduced ressources and night-shifts so I prefer to work from home. Disconnecting is extremely
difficult.
I would like colleagues to have the choice but I don't like teleworking because I have difficulties with using softwares
Not an advantage, an other way to do our work.
yes, if more clear rules so that i can better disconnect
sometimes. 1-2 days per week
Could be OK sometimes but not as a regular advantage.
My job is more operationnal so for many tasks i need to be on site
Occasionally
TW with children - not advantage, TW without children - advantage for couple of days a week
Partly, for instance once a week.
I would consider teleworking on an exceptional basis only (once or twice a month for example).
Perhaps. I can see the advantages, no travel time etc. But I would miss very much my colleagues.
Before the pandemic I was already teleworking +/- 50 days per year
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Sometimes
Yes if I have a flat more suitable to telework.
occassional teleworking is truly a good tool to balance out work/private life, but on a permanent basis it is not suitable for teamwork
I need the interaction with colleagues.
Once I had my office chair, monitor & keyboard I converted a bedroom into an office and that has made it a much better environment to work in
A couple of days a week yes, not more
Yes, but at the most 20% of my working time
mixed systems, yes. only teleworking leads to dramatic desocialising and difficult relations with everybody because there is so much less
exchange
some days of teleworking can be useful, it cannot become the norm
More regular teleworking is certainly possible in the future but limited to a couple of days a week in my job
Yes if the working hours can be better agreed and limited to normal hours.
I like it but I would like to go regularly in the office too.
we already can telework - expect to do more now and expect better IT connectivity including working with classified information
Not on a daily basis and not while homeschooling.
Teleworking some days here and there, yes.
It has benefits and inconvenients. I think teleworking is good sometimes but not most of the time.
Occasional teleworking, as practical sometimes, but not regularly: tiny laptop screens, working from my kitchen, feeling bad taking breaks
It is practical in certain situations but I prefer to work from the office (better connection, equipment, ergonomy)
in the CRCO the telewroking is banned
Very specific short lived jobs only
I need to print and scan docs, also good to see the colleagues time to time
Maybe 2 or 3 days a week
I was already teleworking before, one day a week.
oui quand les enfants pourront reprendre totalement les cours à l'école
i NEED TO SEE MY COLLEAGUES
Provided equipment is appropriate and services (e.g. childcare) operating normally
No as I am a manager
i would like to telework one day per week
Important to continue working in the office to keep better contacts but teleworking can be useful if not full timel
I did not telework before. But after this experience, I could consider teleworking 2 days a week
If most people are working normally, then teleworkers tend to be forgotten or excluded from discussions
I will increase teleworking for sure, but not having it 5 days per week (even if that was allowed)
During this pandemic there are no other alternatives
Yes, but only occasionally and as long as I keep my office at work.
depends on the family situation and if schools return to "normality", hence having real free time to telework
Regular teleworking is fin but not full time.
Yes, a couple of days a week
I would consider teleworking 1 day per week for example, it can provide flexibility with family needs.
it might be an advantage when the weather is very bad so you do not have to travel to the office during a snow storm
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Only on a voluntary basis
my boss has always been against teleworking for assistants
It may allow some flexibility, but clear limits would have to be set beforehand.
more often telework from home country
Not on a full time basis! But it is useful especially when one needs to focus on a particular, complex task.
there are some advantages in terms of time saved from commuting but the event these few months of teleworking show how dangerous can
be the "blurring"
Gain of time (no loss in transports), more concentration as I was less disturbed and interrupted. However, it was much harder to disconnect
Some days, but definitely not all days
It would be necessary to combine a flexible mix of work at the office with Teleworking. We should also have 60 Days TW from abroad
On a punctual basis. Teleworking in my case would be by preference only sporadic, occasional, exceptional
It could be useful for perhaps 40% of the time otherwise there is no real substitute to physical connection.
Avoiding transport issues and time losses, but meaning that you are even more reachable and requested to work longer
yes, but not every day
as my family is abroad, only if I am allowed to telework from abroad from time to time, if not, just lonely and more stressful
depends on the situation. it has its benefits but also many inconveniences
From time to time
Yes, in principle, I never teleworked before and I now get used to it. However, of course informal contacts with colleagues are missing .
Only for max 2 days/week
I would like to telework one or two days in the week. However, long term, generalised teleworking takes a toll professionally and personally
Would need to have a choice of how, where, when
I would like to work from home occasionally, maximum 1-2 days a week.
Ce n'est pas un avantage, mais une manière de s'organiser qui va au final toujours profiter au travail fourni
2 days a week would be an advantage to avoid commuting and being in public transport or traffic jam
IMO, 2 fays a week
Depends on the workload and the availability (working time) during the teleworking
Advantage when needed to be at home but able to work
Yes, if voluntary and not penalised by exclusion by discussions and decisions taken by others who are on premises.
For meetings yes for working to care for students, no.
Yes but only if teleworking some days per week
with the right home-space and equipment could be an advantage
It depends on the situation/need for teleworking
Only if the schedule can be adapted to one's personal situation.
If combined smart and if the framework is defined so it is integrated into a permanent work-programme it could be beneficial for both parties
Some advantages, no commute, no contact with management or parents, but miss contact with students and some colleagues, along with
shared practice.
Yes and No. i like working from home only challenge is the working space/desk i am using at home.
The advantage is not travelling to the office. the inconvenience is if problem (IT or other like request for advise) more difficult to solve
As far as my job is concerned no, but if I were admin staff I would say yes
Only if my child is at school. Homeschooling (or taking care of relatives) and teleworking is not a good combination!
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1 or two days
Under certain circumstances, yes, otherwise no
Less travel = plus point! Working longer/more hour = minus point!
Yes but not 5 days per week
I really do not know
Definitely not on a full time basis but flexible home/office working
Increased flexibility will be a benefit
Gives flexibility when needed
It has advantages and disadvantages, I would consider it anyways
Only for some days
I already did that before corona, only extended now
Flexibility offered by teleworking is nice, should be max 2-3 days/week. The rest in the office with colleagues for "real" contacts
In the corona context yes, but otherwise a prefer splitting work and privat live
Teleworking on a regularly basis not really envisaged, however adhoc teleworking would be greatly appreciated.
brings flexibility; difficult to disconnect though, lack of social contacts with colleages
It is an advantage if it adds flexibility and better work-life balance.
It would depend, whether I could also work from my home country
some physical contact to colleagues would be nice.
Only if shared with office working time
Teleworking is not good for the service. However, nobody cares about that anymore. Teleworking may allow me prioritise my life and health
over work.
The ability to disconnect is heavily impaired but I appreciate the increased flexibility.
Goces more flexibility, but prevents from separating private from professional life.
Only if (when) I can arrange a proper working space at home (e.g. a separate room).
Partial teleworking provides more flexibility. The drawbacks are low efficiency due to unstable teleworking tools and lack of personal
discussions.
Sometimes, if needed (flexibility, impossibility to go to work)
Yes, in case I am allowed to work remotely also from another country
less commuting, less collaboration and communication
Yes, as long as it does not negatively impact my salary.
yes, if I have adequate equipement at home
if clear separation between work and private life, then yes
It could be an advantage if the work pressure would be lower.
A mix of teleworking/ office work would be better
Not having to commute in bad weather is good. But the interaction with the colleagues is missing a lot.
If it is on a relatively small scale
Possibly if a complete proper equipment would be provided
Yes. It can combine home chores and work efficiently. People are becoming less social. Too much digitalusation will lead to screen work only,
unhealth
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From time to time it is an interesting option
Travel time is safer but social contact is reduced
Max 3 days a week
1-2 days weekly
only for 1 or 2 days per week
More flexibility but at the price of increased production pressure and no longer distinction between private life/time and working hours
Only one or two days per week might be possible
Less connected individual way of working and home working situation leads to lower motivation
for some days per week
Once the kids are older, and one room gets free to become a working space.
I don't like having work in my home, but I appreciate the possibility should it be necessary.
Yes - but max 2-3 days per week. 5 days a week teleworking is too much - gradually loosing the contact with colleagues I don't work with every
day.
One shouldn't forget the importance of physical social contacts.
Maybe from time to time when a family situation requires it, otherwise no
one or max.two days per week to work concentrated on complex files, yes
strongly depends on the working conditions (in the office and at home)
with better equipment, also paperless work is a problem
50%
it depends maybe one day /week
no idea at this moment
only for some days in the week
No time lost in travel, more flexibility but serious lack of direct contact and no dedicated room and correct equipement in my case
Yes if self-discipline with working hours; currently not requested more/less than when at the office but day starts early, no break, and finish
late
Full time teleworking create a huge distanciation with the colleagues and the organisation with a feeling of being let alone. Max 2 or 3 days a
week
Yes if it remains voluntary. Yet "voluntary" should not imply that the employer does not have to help with ergonomy of the workplace at home.
Not every day but 1 day per week could be an iption
Incidentally, it can be practical when one has to stay at home for something (service/deliveries). Other than that teleworking has no benefits for
me.
yes if they allow us to work from our country of origin a percentage of the time. No in all other cases.
No, currently the cons outweigh the pros (would be different if I could resume doing sport, or move abroad).
Yes provided that the Commission provides us with the necessary equopment such as an additional big screen.
Not easy to collaborate with colleagues, for quick questions withut seeing them, but good to be concentrate when I need to write a report,
elaborate
Only to a certain extend combining teleworking with office
If I had a dedicated, ergonomic setup for it, definitely (not full-time)
Yes, as it avoids transportation. But no if it implies doing more hours.
Part of the daily problem should be solved by the employee (computer, temperature)
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Only for some days per week, to handle school opening hours better
Only few days.
to the maximum allowed by the tele-working policy
Some teleworking would bring flexibility to the working week however presential work is essential for productivity and spirit.
I would limit teleworking to max 2 days a week. I see many inconveniences of working individually from home.
1-2 days per week maximum in the winter when public transport tzo work is unreliable
Yes for 2 days per week
I had started teleworking just before Corona, so no "afterwards advantage". Communication tools like Skype work poorly or not at all.
It could be fine in specific situations but when one is working on projects direct contact will most likely be better
only for a few days per week maximum
(3x) Partly, 2-3 days a week.
it saves one working day per week of time spent commuting
Yes, in the sense of reducing commuting, but no if we talk about ergonomics and clear vision of our work
Once a while, when having proper equipment at home seems reasonalble
Yes with an adapted workstation
Depends on improvements in connectivity
Yes, if it is to the right extent
TW is nice one or two days a week but not For all the week, it depends on each case and situation. It should be allow but not forced
connection with junior colleagues will increasingly become more difficult
working and family balance
Can be Ok one or two days a week, not more.
yes, 2-3 times a week, sure, but will there ever be any "afterwards"?
Not full-time. Teleworking looses contacts with colleagues, and unde"rmines social dialogue and industrial relations.
Yes and no
Yes, totally but I have to admit that I have noticed that some colleagues do not really work remotely
On a weekly percentage i.e. 3 days offsite - 2 days onsite
Not permanently, but if flexible, then some days yes.
Teleworking is not an advantage. It is an option, as to be able to deal with things which don't depend on ones self
yes for savng commuting time. No has colleages contact you any time
It might be possible for a few days a week but not forever
According to tasks and school situations
Teleworking allows for more flexibility but difficult when you do not hav eyour own space
Not in the present situation with young children at home.
once-twice per week, not more
Combined with presence at the office
Yes: opportunities to support family, arrange daily necessities (shops), contact with family No: no talks on the floor, feeling distant to
colleagues,
could be nice. I would value having days where all colleagues are present
A combination would be the best solution for me
Outside working hours have to be respected by both myself and the management
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Not 100%, just partial TW. It would be great if there would be more flexibility but
(2x) It could be an advantage, provided that its framework is not too strict or excessively demanding.
Ocasional teleworking is OK
If the home-office equipment improves, yes, but the relationship with the colleagues will suffer
depend on the content of work
If the schools are closed, I have no option but to do home schooling and childcare. In that sole respect, teleworking is an advantage.
I have a knowledge based job that requires interaction. Remote working does not faciliate that collaboration
depends on the tasks
Only with a maximum of 50%, like one week 2 days the other week 3 days.
The nature of my job really benefits from in-person collaboration and due to the tools we work on
In the context of a pandemic, I find it suitable to telework to avoid useless complications. In this respect it isn't an advantage but rather a must
Have the opportunity to do this from time to time when it can facilitate our private life yes, but not on a regular and mandatory basis
There are many advantages of teleworking, but it is difficult to give clear answer, because there are disadvantages as well.
Possibility should exist.
Yes, partially teleworking and partially in the office e.g. 50/50
Yes but not every day
yes for 10-30% of time
I prefer the working environment of an office, except in bad weather.
if we ll have computers, yes, it will be an advantage.

16. How did/do you cope with your current working situation ?

Réponses textuelles, Nombre de répondants 926x, sans réponse 4x
Complicated because no social relations.
I look forward this crisis finishes
difficult at the start but was able to adapt and eventually ok
(10x) Good
Quite well with minor adjustments.
Rather OK

It was very hard to transfer big meetings and training into virtual meetings without having the competences! Now I have to organize real-life
meetings while dealing with corona-rules.
Surviving
Working situation is ok, no particular stress about.
As best as possible, but feeling no support from my hierarchy or Agency management
(2x) OK
(2x) Teleworking increased my productivity, therefore I gained more free time.
All deliverables were delivered as expected. Bascially working from home or from office does not change anything to me as working in IT with a
lot of external contractors spread amongst Europe.
Flexibility with my colleague, manager, working from home when I need to combined with days in the office. If 3 days could be granted for
teleworking that would be perfect.
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I didn't had problems at all.
A mix of working in office, working at home, days of leave, sickness days.
Brilliantly
no problems
Choc initially, then adapt and then run as the norm
Although meeting the colleagues face-to-face is required in some circumstances, teleworking is a very good option. It removes travelling time
and sometimes it's even better regarding focus on the actual work itself.
Successfully I guess
I am not very happy about being obliged to go back to the office, especially since we have been extremely productive from home. COVID is still
there and I do not see the need to put anybody at risk.
Ok, I could manage fine
as good as possible
soso
Difficult to cope with such a crisis
Just assuming the gravity
We are not back to normal.Unjustified pressure from the management to reduce costs including salaries
(13x) very well
Reduced contact with colleagues and try to maintain social distancing as far as possible (which is difficult and at times not possible).
Covid has completely changed the activities of the team. Some activities have been frozen.
Regular webex meetings with collegues on Monday / Friday mornings as a way to reconnect to team members and find out how they are all
doing. Other webex meetings for business worked fine too.
good, following some issues to be able to combine child care and work, with the support of management and HR I obtained a good basis
Good, I enjoy teleworking, I was happy to be far away from the negative atmosphere at work. There are so much power games, narcisists needs
other people to make a scene, that is more difficult for them when their colleagues are at a distance. Love my peaceful environment at home.
Much more productive and better work-life balance. In the future I would like to work mainly from home and decide myself when I come to the
office.
I actually prefer teleworking. The stress of the hustle and bustle to get to work at the office every day is gone. I stay in touch with some
colleagues via Webex etc. and take coffee breaks outside for fresh air and a change of scenery from my computer screen.
With hreat difficulty. Early starts and late nights for work, child care during the day
Quite well but start feeling some fatigue
OK.. I get used to Webex and teleworking with almost no impact on my work. I go also regularly to the office to meet my colleagues
It is manageable
It was difficult to get used to in the beginning. Now I am used to it.
Exercising, reading
Keeping a balance professional/personal
Acceptable, although it can be improved
(8x) ok
Excellently. No commute, short meetings, proper lunch, pleasant office environment.
It is still a bit difficult with the kids at home and working in the office. We are supposed to have flexible working hours but nothing has changed.
We still need to do our 8h per day. Less and less colleagues are following instructions on social distancing and wearing a mask so it is stressful
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I prefered to work from home than to be obliged to go at work specially due to a big lack of security measures with the covid and also as I was
able to work from home with less constraintes concerning time work than at work
x
/
(8x) Very well
No major issues
I was preparing my retirement so not really impacted
since it is more or less the same as before. No problems for that. The only difficulties are that all is going on via webex etc. Some topics can't
be solved via online. Physical meetings are needed for that kind of topics.
I think I coped quite well on the whole. What I found difficult was if I was unexpectedly called into the office at short notice. I found this
particularly stressful.
after 4 months I feel more organized and the health situation improves and creates less stress.
It was okay, given the circumstances, but guidelines were missing entirely at the beginning and when they came they were poorly done.
It was easy to continue existing projects, difficult to launch new ones
I am satisfied with my work fulfilling, prouictive
Well, half time working from hone, half time in the office.
it is worst than going to the office
No comment
Relatively well actually
My children are above 20 years old. They do not need me.
I could perform all my tasks but I feel less involved than being in the office
I so enjoy not having to drive and spend hours in the traffic and then we realise that colleagues prefer to work Online, i've never felt so close
from my colleagues (several online meetings a week)
I have to cope and make the best of it
It was very difficult to deal with kids, cooking, cleaning at the same time as teleworking and many connection problemes in the beginning with
a lot of stress!
I never made any structural teleworking before and thus needed to get used as from the first day. It turned out very functional, allowed me to
stay more focussed on documents and I was less disturbed by visitors. Also virtual meetings showed very effective and easy to handle. Not
needing to commute every day made me save an hour in the morning and the same time in the evening. I suppose the impact on environment
must be positive as well.
(2x) Extremely well
I try to coop with the situation.
It's OK for me. Except that I am an isolated person in this country and that is very hard.
I came back and found my workspace without problem
I pulled out quite some miracles for months, especially considering understaffing, huge pressure, constant overtime (late nights etc.) and
working weekends. Not a sustainable or healthy approach, really, and disconnecting becomes more and more difficult. I fell ill in the end.
Very easy
(2x) perfectly
As usual
Very well, the same tasks as before, managing better to organise myself, without being interrupted
very good
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Les stressed
I have a lot of difficulties with IT tools and I need constantly the help of my son or of my husband who has the same job as me.
Very well, I can do 80% of my work from home and do not waiste time to commute
with difficlty, although big improvement since the creche reopened (limited hours only)
I can cope , managers don't
my best, but the security specification did not allow me to install a printer on my professionnal PC
100% happy and 0% stress.
I find it much more better then running to the office all day with transportation stress. The time I'm loosing in the care is now dedicated to work
or to the family
(2x) perfectly well
I adapted under the condition that it is a temporary situation
(2x) ..
I appreciate the flexibility thanks to teleworking and I was coping very well. However, I start feeling overwhelmed by the uncertainty due to
COVID and the lack of real holidays for months.
With difficulties as we live in a never ending reorganisation, which is now complicated with the corona crisis
Efficient, unusual, less time spent on the way to work
The work is done as before. Time is not spent on the road to work. Telework is efficient way of work.
I encountered no problems working from home. But I do not agree that ECTL wanted staff to come back despite the government's advice to
work from home as much as possible till september.
I felt safe and able to cope both with my work and my family giving priority to my work.
Very good working connections enabling to work from home. However, blurring can be noticed after a while.
I cope very well, can work from home as efficiently as if I was at the office. With skype and webex it is easy to get in touch with colleagues or
external contacts.My team leader seems satistifed of my work.
Try to have a ballanced life
during real confinment/lock-down sitaution with work was better, currently it is a mixture and it is harder to deal with
NO problem
Flexible
I coped well
organisation, positive attitude
Difficult to work on small screen at home. Otherwise relatively ok.
(12x) well
very well. I work much better at home.
(2x) Pretty well
I'm doing OK
It is OK. Want to go back to the Office soonish.
I could work on some pendind projects that I didn't have time before
I liked working from home but not working extra..
All in all its difficult, mostly do to the excessive control by hierarchy. I felt that teleworking led to a more authoritarian attitude by managers.
This, in combination with inprecise instructions by the administration made it difficult.
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We already had a teleworking policy in place, that got stretched to its maximum during the COVID-19 lockdown. So everything went smoothly.
Also, our Head of Unit organised informal and formal meetings, and the Avaya Tool allowed unlimited contact amongst colleagues (apart from
private mobile, Whatsapp, etc.). We established a coffee break Whatsapp group amongst colleagues.
I miss the contact face to face with colleagues
I am getting used to work alone at home. I am trying to have more contact with my colleagues via telephione and Awaya
Generally fine
(8x) Fine
It was difficult with children and working during the night to compensate for the lost time because of the household-children-work-keeping
healthy complexity.
Perfectly. We were already working with teams based in Italy, Luxembourg and Romania, remotely, so it has been easy to adapt. Teleworking is
secure from health point of view, good for concentration, we have all the tools to coordinate and I spared 3 days/day of commuting, so it was
good for work/life balance. We are working on a big project and are within time and budget.
I did my best, but juggling between homeschooling with 2 children, meal prep and work is quite a challenge.
Even better than before CODIV (no more time spent in the trafic, etc.)
Not so bad, because my husband was very helpful with my daughter as long as schools remained closed.
I like teleworking
no specific problem as the house is well configured for teleworking
It was very stressful at the beginning, now I adapt and cope well.
generally really well
Surprisingly well. I have always been sceptical towards telework, I started to telework only when it became compulsory, but it has worked very
well.
Dificult
I had to work very late in the evening after my young child had gone to bed, whilst the crèche was closed.
Totally
Bad ergonomics, but better that than to open too early
Telework was perfect to be able to manage the closed schools, but the interaction with colleagues is greatly missed
I do not have a specific space to work, my flat is small and not suitable for teleworking 5 days a week
yes
Telework allowed me to life with my family and take care of their health, especially during this health crisis.
Well, in general
starting earlier, relogging to work after the kids were in bed to be able to complete household chores, homescholling and finish work.
Anxiety and depression in the beginning, got better later on. Difficult to work with only a small laptop without a proper office furniture.
It is much more relaxed to work from home (and not being already stressed when arriving at the office after another traffic jam...
It is challenging from a personal psychological perspective. It was well taken care of on the side of the Council.
I struggled a lot in the first 2 months of lockdown. I felt very isolated & disconnected from my colleagues. Since I made an office space out of
one of my bedrooms, I now have a dedicated workstation and that has helped my mental wellbeing enormously. I also feel that I'm working
more at home than I would've done in the office. It's in some ways easier to focus. I'm a resilient person by nature so I've learned to adapt but
it's quite lonely without the social aspects of being in an office.
(8x) Well
I did my best
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Thanks to special measures from my employer. I'm a single parent and one of my kids has a disability. During +/- six weeks I had the possibility
to take special leave, which completely saved me during this period.
Not too bad. Having no children, it was not a problem to concentrate on my job. However, on-line contacts can never replace physical contacts
with colleagues. This will of course be better once we will be allowed to go to the office a bit more regularly. The ideal would be that after the
crisis we could work 2-3 days per week from home and 2 days from the office.
My advantage was I am used to work from home and even outside office hours. This helped me to settle immediately and continue meet the
deadlines as I had already the 'work' setup and the procedures for teleworking.
I had to adapt. It was more dificult to create a work life balance at the beginning (and be able to cut off), however, I have now managed to reach
a good balance
very well, realisation my job can be done entirely from home
Very well once the initiail IT issues were resolved
Pretty good
ça va, c'était tout à fait faisable
Fine. Both personnel director and direct manager have been supportive and transparent during corona crisis
I am coping fine, but some actual personal contact with colleagues once per week would be useful in the future.
fine, but that was not thanks to help from HR or internal hierarchy!
all is back to normal but the teleworking was a good experience and i support it.
Work had to be done...no other choice.
I am ok although my opinion is that if we can work independently we should avoid the traffic time required to come into the office. Therefor
managers needs to change their mindset from time based to target based.
Extremely well, but 100% telework although working so excellently in my case is in the long run not healthy for neither the person nor the
workplace/Institution. Exchange of views and social contact in a physically face-to-face are indeed very important and cannot be compared to
the contact through Skype and similar.
Very well, apart from the fact that I could not visit because Belgium closed the borders
I'm doing fine, although I sometimes feel very tired after video-conferences
A lot of work but tried to organise
Reduction in workforce due to blocked recruitments causes a significant increase of the workload. Reprioritisation was needed, to the detriment
of the services provided
(4x) relatively well
(2x) stress
I don't like working from home, my work-life balance is totally out of balance. I also find it difficult to cope with domestic woks (cleaning my
appartment, cooking for lunch) while working from home. I feel very strong need for these services, as my workload increased significantly it's
really very difficult to cope with both.
seen the circumstances very well
Was a litte worried at first when workoad lessened... But then things have almost become normal again
More or less okay, only disadvantage is that the working days are very long, until late evening
I felt overwhelmed and exhausted due to the use of visioconférences for negotiations in policy dg
Still difficult espescially food and health is a concern. I am bound to be in the office for 3 days a week but there is no warm healthy food to be
had. Given the distance I come home too late in the evening to start cooking. I hope the restaurant will be fully functioning as soon as possible
I coped perfectly well.
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I have been going through phases of anxiousness and elevated strass, I have not been sleeping well ever since we started teleworking. I am
annoyed that we are not allowed to return to the offices full time, I cannot properly concentrate at home as I don't have the right conditions,
and the resulting slump in productivity is feeding into my anxiousness.
Very well, Teleworking is a valid and valuable alternative that could be extended in the future.
shifts with my wife, patience, unusual schedules
Quite well, thanks to teleworking
I am coping very well, work is going as usual and as planned, some adjustements to the project were needed in the context of Covid (but
irrespective of Covid projects tend to need adjustements anyway), contact with the manager or colleges can be maintained via
Skype/phone/videoconference, in general I find the experience very positive.
Fairly well, but because of small children focusing was difficult, and I had to manage many things simultaneously (school, cooking etc...)
Glad that we have a calm summer period
trés bien, étant en trélétravail depuis plusieurs années
No too bad. I have been able to work properly remotely from day 1 but the cohesion of team was difficult.
It would be nice if more colleagues came back to the office as there is a lot of work that can only be done there for confidentiality reasons
as with other situations - I adapted to it
I'm well organised with my colleages in order to follow all the works and projects
Going okay, but not getting easier.
Difficult because I have had to adapt the room and do not have a comfortable chair
back to normal conditions - ad-hoc teleworking available when needed
no issue
as expected
Not very well as confined to a small flat
I tried to reach colleagues begining earlier (some at 6 AM) or later (some working until 11 PM). I had to stay 10 hours a day in front of my
computer in case someone wanted to reach me.
Pretty well, I am grateful for not being stuck in traffic for at least 2 hours every day.
Very well adaptation
I am trying to keep connected with my team because the physical exchange is extremely important. Sharing information is the base of our work
Start being limit :)
(3x) Relatively well
I had to lower my expectations, though I worked longer hours from time to time
I don't really know what to say, I just adapt and try to do my best. Things can be frustrating but it's the case for most, if not all, of us.
I had to cooperate with my partner to work, care for children + help with online learning, household care (cooking, tidying up, shopping)
Badly because the institution is lacking respect
When you have no choice, you make do. Working in shifts, I had 2 hours 4 days a week for terminology, which was excellent. Disturbed every
time someone wanted to make coffee or a snack in my kitchen cum office.
A lot of work and difficulties but I felt everyone needed to make the effort
Some extra tasks due to the Covid-19 crisis, but on the other hand, time saved for travelling to work and back home. So, after all, let's say it is a
break-even operation.
Now it is okay because we have not so much to do like at the beginning of coronavirus (summer break)
Fustrated not to be able to telework and having to ask grand parents (at risk) to pick up kids from creche & stages
it has no sense that ECTL pushes all the time to come back to work. We have been the firsts since beginning of June
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I have a job and a regular income. Stop complaining
Managed.
I focused more on leisure acitivities, and the positive sides of the lockdown. E.g. enjoyed good air quality, did not spend time in traffic. Could
distribute my time much better between work and hobbies/leisure.
well,now the derogation has been made clear
Quiet good because less stress and time lost with the commuting by car morning & evening, better concentration on the files as it's quiter at
home
Not an issue
Not good
I wish I could continue to work from home
Quite well
I was used to teleworking as normal before I joined the EC
I especially appreciated the distance from my often contemptuous boss
I focused on the positive sides - gain of time, for example, but not having to go the office
Bad in the beginning, quite good at the end
Appreciated the quiet
great
As a middle-manager, it is hard to keep on connecting with 50 people. 50/50 time of TW and at the office would be a good balance. Managers
must learn at one point that everyone should rest and stop working.
loads of help from and understanding from managers and husband
After an initial period of adaptation, I think it goes well
I felt my specific situation as an interpreter working in a very dangerous environment (confined space of a booth, shared with other colleagues)
was not taken into account by the senior management of my DG and felt we had to constantly fight to protect our health throughout the crisis.
Very stressful and distressing!
confinement was really hard, I did not cope very well, had to work evenings and nights to do my work, gained a lot of weight for lack of
exercise and stress.
I coped will but did miss the social contact. I also found it difficult to help the kids with their school work (they had to work independently) and
work at the same time.
Teleworking is a great step forward in terms of productivity and flexibility and should be maintained unless impossible to complete the work
while not in the office physically.
Very well. I wish teleworking would be the standard way of work in the future.
By adapting to the new environment and pressures particularly as regards the need to provide in my area of work an EU response to Covid-19.
The adaption of teleworking was not difficult as occasionally I was teleworking before.
Well, with some stress
bien
Working like crazy, since it was the only possible answer. The hierarchy seemed to be in "overdrive" while we were supposed to be in business
continuity mode. I have accumulated countless extra hours, some of which have gone lost because of the monthly capping at 20 hours. Same
applies for hours worked during week-ends because of the pressure and urgency we were put in. Not to mention the constant monitoring that
was put in place as from 13 March.
i CHANGED MY HABITS AND IT WAS LESS STRESSFULL
7/10
Hoping it would not last for too long.
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well, but much more tired from working on screen all the time
The more complicate was to learn a new job and meet new colleagues virtually only as I change assigment in the middle of the crises
My reply was more than accepted, since at the beginning all went smoothly because I was trying to compensate not being in the office. But,
management realized that and started to put more load every day, until we now reach the situation when I work from 7 in the morning until 23
in the night. This is unacceptable!
I am happy!!
more time with my family positive, overall more intense working
i'm doing the job
I managed quite well
Anti-stress drugs
no comments
trying to stay possitive, complete tasks the same day
The working situation is fine. I miss social content with colleagues but am glad to avoid COVID-19. For me the main stress at the moment is
'when will I see my parents, family and friends at home' and thus nothing specifically linked to work. My job (translation) is ideally suited to
telework and my manager and my manager's manager have both been understanding and flexible. I think I can probably work more than
normal under the current circumstances.
Isolation
Je travaille parfaitement bien de la maison
well. Slightly annoyed that my workload increased and those of others dropped to basically nothing. They have had 4 months off paid leave.
I have decided to disconnect once I accomplished my working time
No problem
Very well. I commute and just not to have to do that every day left me in a better mood at the end of the day
I do not want to complain since I can do 80% of my usual work from home and I receive 100% of my salary. I do miss my colleagues and,
sometimes, clear guidance from my superiors (which is easier face-to-face)
(2x) Perfectly
It could be worse, but I hope we are going back to a more normal situation.
I'm close to depression.
by setting very specific time slots and respecting them in a rigorous manner
I very appreciate the time saved in not having to get "office ready" in the mornings and not having to commute. I also enjoyed the advanatages
of being home to receive deliveries, etc. On the work side, we have been having regular unit meetings and have felt my colleagues were very
easily contactable by various means (Skype, Signal & email in particular) so I've not had much difficlty at all in "coping".
It was relatively easy at first but during confinement I changed unit, and that was challenging, being unable to meet new colleagues in person.
working with small kids at home is a problem. Working without kids it's very good. So the question for me is what will happen with the
schools...
With courage.
Good with work, horribly with children and work combined.
rather well
I had to buy a big screen because the laptop is really too small. I suffer a lot of headaches and backproblems because of the chair I have at
home.
After the initail IT problems, the work went back to the usual pattern, some tasks disappeared, others came on the top.
More or less fine.
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Surprisingly well.
Very well... not loosing hours in the trafic, more sport during lunch time
Adapting.... what else?
As best as I could...
OK, for some things its quite productive, but e mail overlooad and short deadlines means more work. Have had several 12 hour days in a row
and it is not good for well being.
I work when I am available
For me, this kind of teleworking is perfect, as I can focus. I have to many colleagues with nothing to fill their day, and they are a disturbance in
the office.
Fed up of seeing my colleagues only through the computer the weeks I have to stay at home (Team B)
I had to juggle the whole time between work and children, working until late and weekends in order to deadline to be met.
working with a laptop is not comfortable
I adapted to the situation but it becomes too long
I worked a lot and feel stressed, it was like working hours did not exist any more because of all the "urgent" documents we were having to
translate
It was particularly challenging
pretty well
I cope, but some of the necessary team working, informal brainstorming and social aspects are absent or very reduced
I cope more or less with the situation, although I feel almost constantly under pressure and stressed.
i am coping quite well with the current situation
very well. Actually pleased to have seen more my home as opposed to before lockdown. This is because I worked long hours during the week,
and so had seen my home only late at night and at weekends. It wasn't sufficient. A balance between the two is needed.
Once I solved my home office situation (via Amazon and BOL) from April on-wards the EC infrastructure became more stable, colleagues more
used to the new working environment and slowly everything started to come to place...
OK, but more precise info from COM welcome
Pretty well, although not ideal. It takes some time to adapt and become confortable.
Overall well but it has been challenging
well, at the office, I already manage by myself, than...
Teleworking allows me to reach a good work-life balance
I am fine. Back to the office in my EUD as I had to come back before the rotation. My working time all together and the quantity+quality of my
work is pretty much the same, from home or from my office. I can easily switch from one to another and vice versa
No big issues
very well as my work is 100% electronic
I’m an interpreter. Hard to really work from home.
I was already teleworking in advance of the health crisis. For me, things haven't changed,
It has been a long period. I am ok, but miss the interaction with colleagues
(2x) quite well
As good as I could, I'm trying to get the most positive aspects of it. I very much miss some medical information for us in the perspective of a
possible return to the office next September
Fairly well. I try to be as efficient as possible and I have reduced weekend work drastically.
Working harder everyday. Was not able to take any leave due to increase in work
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It was extremely heavy while my child was at home and I had to home-school her, while take care of the house, shopping, cooking and my own
work which had increased (coincidence of timing - not crisis related).
Close to burn out
I am coping good and i think i have adapted my family and personal needs to teleworking environment
I found it difficult. I don't like teleworking. Work is work and home is home. I also missed the social contafct.
Ok. Sometimes difficult to combine home schooling with work. Positive: avoid commuting. Need to pay attention to staying connected to
colleagues.
Struggling with IT connection problems
good, I like the flexibility of working hours
I can do my work from home and also have meetings with my colleagues
It would be Ok if schools are open. If we have to telework with kids at home - it's imposible in long term.
not good
Loaded but when you nat you can :-)
Overall ok thanks to flexibility of my line manager, despite challenges associated to having children at home and to connectivity problems with
private connection.
Business as usual
I think the rules are too strict when it comes to the teleworking from abroad. I am taking advantage of the two weeks granted during the
summer but I wonder why only two weeks? If it's considered as a present and an additional holiday, that's not justified. If this is effective work
(and for me it is), why not more? I cannot take holidays now for work reasons so I'm teleworking from abroad, but before I take my holidays, I
need to come back to Bxl and leave again.Makes no sense in XXI century...
Very well. All tasks completed on time, although this erio was very busy, as usual.
very well after the first week of readjustments. Miss the personal contacts nevertheless and some equipment.
It's challenging, in many aspects of the work (IT, missing direct people's exchanges, substantial overtime a.s.o.). But am managing, and proud of
being part of the organization. The EU delivers!
okay
overall good, as mentioned above, informal contacts with colleagues are missing at some point and more influence also for hierarchy
it was very difficult especially on the background of many changes: IPA III, Opsys, PPMT, etc. This on the background of constant stress what will
happen if someone of us gets sick - no support systems available/ weak health care systems....
Relatively well, but generalised teleworking mines teams, isolates people, and seriously undermines the so called "informal" dimension of
work (contacts, learning, exchanges) that is crutial to deliver the less mechanical tasks. Teleconference is no medium-term substitute for real
personal contact.
Patience, persistence With colleagues. Repeating requests or outcomes ofmeetings etc
OK but not as it was - meetings in person, clear differentiation between work and home........
I got used to the situation and started dealing with it better.
bien mais le manque de contact avec les collègues et avec les partenaires limite la qualité du travail ou ralentisse la mise en oeuvre
good
Lot of adaptability needed
With a lot of patience because a feel alone
Plutôt bien, mais il fallait s'organiser avec sa propre conscience, sans y mêler la hiérarche ni les collègues
Combining with my partner
not easy to manage a team with distance all the time since several months
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Inadequate furniture. Strong back problems. Slowly improvising and buying adequate equipment.
I cope well, but I miss personal contact with colleagues and external
It has been very difficult and stressful spring. I hope it finishes soon.
Difficult in the beginning, now OK due to adaption to new situation; worrying are still many IT issues, starting with the unsuitable hardware
(laptop is OK, but screen is much too small for working 8 or more hours), IT environment not user friendly (too many different VDC systems
and webbrowsers, and too many internal IT systems, apparent overload of IT in general, expensive and partly unreliable internet providers in
Belgium).
Disconnected, more tired
I thought it was more relaxing. Less stressfull. No commuting. Cook own food. Better connection to my son. Should continue like this.
Without any problem. I can work exactly the same way as in the office
Very well, able to do all my work independently by tele-working
ok, lack of contact to colleagues is an issue as is lack of office equipment
Coped very well with teleworking situation as I already teleworked 2 days per week
difficult with 3 kids of 4, 6 and 8 years - understanding of management but no reduction in workload on the contrary - i was asked to do more.
Otherwise, in 'normal' times, teleworking is excellent for efficiency and to concentrate on main projects
Quite good, social contacts with people, colleagues are missing.
With the time, it is becoming more difficult. The team work has decreased and this has increased my personal workload
You adapt- no choice!!
On line contacts and video conferences with colleagues
Very good since I adapted my work schedule.
I feel a bit imprisoned as the work (=laptop) is always with me.
More or less OK. In terms of work it was more difficult to get some help/advices from colleagues. Psychologically, it was ok thanks to the
presence of my family at home.
normally
Being at home all the time is not easy situation and even though I have contacts with my colleagues, we have lost contacts and it is sometimes
not soo easy to advance on certain files.
Hard in the beginning, it's ok now
Ok
Well, thanks to team spirit in my service.
J’ai bien géré mon travail en BCP « Télétravail » car j’ai pu travailler de la maison, avoir des réunions avec mes collègues via Skype, et aussi j’ai
tenu compte de la situation du Coronavirus .
With difficulty, due to the bad internet connections, the bad equipment and logistic, and the home disturbancies
Well enough
not very well due to crushing workload
I had to lower quality to meet target objectives
Fortunately we have school holidays now to recover from nearly 4 months of full time teaching online while taking care of my own children at
the same time. It was exhausting.
better than expected
Difficult while schools were closed, but we as a family made the most of it and grew closer. Perfectly workable arrangement once child care is
provided, I'm even more productive than before COVID.
Not too much
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Hardly
Glad to avoid 2h/day in public transport to go at the office
Walks in nature
still coping, have to remind constantly the importance of disconnecting after several hours of work.
Adapt
Well but i'm privilegied by my working condition at home and my team is well established, we know each other
Essentially by just plodding on, to the best of my abilities.
Reminded myself how lucky I was relative to many other people
Self-organisation
The REA sticks to ALL deadlines: They do not respect at all the additional workload due to Corona! Bad management!
Exhausted. As a manager one has to compensate for staff with kids at home who hence cannot perform as usual.
perfectly fine
I cope with it perfectly although i do miss the colleagues
Enjoyed 100% telework: no commute!
I feel I responded positively and effectively to distance learning, but our management "blew their own trumpets" instead of offering concrete
help. It was just lucky I had prepared ahead and had the resources and technology I needed.
I would consider myself as a well adoptive and positive individual, therefore, I am coping well with the current working situation.
So-so
fine, but could be improved for HW related stuff and children care related extra charge
TW would be easier if the school are open, however my wife is not employed and helped a lot with them... but was not easy for both
It is progressively coming back to normal with days at work and no schooling to do to the kids anymore!
the biggest problem was taking care of kids & working at the same time. with the help of my partner - turns taking in care for kids
I had to buy additional equipment for the corporate laptop provided since I need a larger screen for various tasks and a different keyboard for
language reasons.
Could manage pretty well, however kids at home did not help. When school will resume will be better.
Child is at nursery, so I have my normal working hours again.
Well, It is harder to follow up on team but in general 90% can be done remotely and it has proven that 2/3 of the meetings that required travel
in reality are same quality then in person.
Moderately well - it allowed my to look at myself and my place in the work environment and in my personal life.
I had to get used to it - we had no other option.
It was fine.
Yes, and that's because I am very resilient.
I can manage as long as team spirit and shared equitable work is present
it is ok
due to OLAF re-organisation difficulties raised with access, changes, .... many people wonder why a re-organisation took place in such the
current sanitary situation.
Surprisingly well, considering we are experiencing a global health calamity.
Succeeded in returning to work for medical reasons.
I was lucky enough to be able to set a separate room at my home where it became office. So I basically replicated my everyday routine with
that room. It helped me to have a balance home/work.
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Coming back to work in the institutions' premises is currently quite stressful.
flexible timeshifts acording to home schooling needs
No decline in performance. Technically: occasionally hiccups in access such as Outlook blocking.
with stress and anxiety
Staying positive
Not always easy
Having to buy an external screen made me furious for I have a big private laptop. Had forgotten my private! ergonomic keyboard and special
mousepad at the office and was NOT allowed to sneak in one evening to fetch it!
I put good boundaries work/private life. I was also used to teleworking before so this helped. I saved a lot of commuting time and this helped
too both professionally and for realxing
Very well, though not going to the office AT ALL has obviously disadvantages in terms of team spirit, informal communications, etc.
With teleworking I coped very well as I used to telework even before the crisis. The problem is poor people management skills of managers,
going as far as paychological harassment
It would be easier with a big screen and a printer for long documents (difficulties to work on the screen)
WORKING MORE IN DEPTH WHILE DELIVERING AT TOP QUALITY
It was fine despite worrying for loved ones far away
I love teleworking, for translators it is the best what can be
I have coped fine. I miss my colleagues and find my working life more boring - but I do not have a problem working from home.
Quite well, but no clear distinction btw work and life, thus an impression of not having any spare time
Much less stress with telework
I haven't found it difficult.
I had no other choice but to comply with the present situation/circomstances
Very good, the work has continued almost normal except the contacts with the team that were virtual
I had no office laptop, so I borrowed an old laptop for teh first weeks. Working on non-secret documents. Waiting for my office laptop I bought
screens and cables, wifi amplifier, got fibre installed etc.
I love teleworking. I am much more productive, concentrated and efficient. I have a much better work life balance.
A lot of patience.
Quite well in general but I wish I was given the necessary material from the beginning.
It was difficult in the beginning. But now that schools have reopeoned, the situation is much easier.
Perfect: less stress and more efficiency
HOLDING ON
more stress
I keep a regular routine and make sure I go outside every day
I try to do the best
I am a critical staff of OIB CPE and my employer put high security in place, which I am satisfied with.
Walks with family, prayer and crocheting!
As it lasts longer it becomes more difficult and I become less productive, since I have no dedicated office room in my apartment.
Je me suis directement adaptée à la situation
Challenging, but teleworking has also its advantages
I had to work much more to cope with work pressure, tele school. This with the anxiety of the virus
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Easy
Terrible
Flexibility, working at night, take leave
Miss direct contact, hence shunks of info, part of support I provided seems no longer needed
Coped by producing less 15 % than usual
I love teleworking.
Not well, Schooling and working without clear reduction of targets is a formula for mental health problems and anxiety.
by being flexible and available at all times
I have worked extra hours
Quite well but I am less efficient
I was already working from home 3/4 days a week before the corona crisis, so I was aleready prepared.
performed well, but stress is high
The general negative mindset towards its staff has not changed during the crisis and remains very demotivating and frustrating. Of course a lot
of „we support you“ initiatives have been launched and support videos published but the main issues of the Organisation have remained the
same.
I worked longer hours to try and keep up with my objectives. This caused lots of stress and fatigue. But overall it could be much worse!
With difficulty
my overall production has decreased but I feel way much more relaxed. Tbh my work became the last of my concerns
It took a long time to adapt, and i still feel less effective and organised than before
I keep a strict routine as if I were in the Office, starting and stopping work at the normal times.
I adapted but it was difficult to cope between the "business as usual" mantra of the office with tons of new applications or.software to learn
because of the full digitalisation of the work and balance it with the mandatory tasks given to parents relating to distance learning of the
children.
Now better kids are at school. Trying to catch up with the delayed workload
It is far from ideal. I accept it because it is a temporal situation
Lot of effort, I am very tired.
Lower productivity, higher perception of stress and production pressure, less life satisfaction
Lot of stress, exhaustion, lack of recognition from management that the situation calls for active & concrete employee support
It’s difficult, a lot of stress and tiredness
It is hell
Difficult because of small children at home.
Surviving day by day
I manage to find a propergol rhythm
Working with the kids at home was nearly impossible and yet, my office pretended we to keep producing as normal
I asked my manager for a reassignment of my current tasks which I found to be too stressful.
I just did
Many over hours , leading to additional stress
trying to survive
Try to do my best
I give my best...
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Teleworking was strongly encouraged. We suddenly stop working with paper, upon which my work relies a lot. Transition was difficult. It is
getting better.
As mainly being an individual job,it was not very difficult. Had to acquire a printer. And I miss normal interaction with some good colleagues
I work from home as in the office, less disturbance by consultations.
I would really linke to continue permanent telework
one step at a time
Coping, but it is not ideal
After a stressful start with new software and bugs, work life is almost back to normal and I enjoy working from home. I did teleworking partially
before so for me it was not a big change to my personal life.
With difficulty...
Should become the norm
I simply try to do my best...
Very good
with physical damages (backpain, etc)
Just ok, I miss the personal contact to my colleagues
as I have been working from home partly before, it was not that big a change.
It was easy once IT issues were solved
Its scandalous that only staff from the Memberstates immediately surrounding Brussels are allowed to telework. This discriminatory practice
has to end . In particular for staff that has children abroad and have no choice but to go down to parttime.
Working part time
I am stressed and exhausted.
Okay in view of the circumstances
Exercise
I liked working from home. Internet worked very well.
Really well
Feel bad to be behind the production plan (although I'm certainly not the only one), and all the changes from working on paper to suddenly
working digitally (fully on-screen) is overwhelming. Regularly miss tasks that I would have done if they had been in my paper inbox as they
used to be. And I definitely need a holiday, haven't really had time off in the last 6 months.
(2x) Struggling
It is having a negative impact on my mental and physical health.
It was diffinsult to combine working and homeschooling
It was challenging to establish my home work place. During that time efficiency dropped but it is now improving. Social isolation makes it
difficult to keep motivated.
stressful, noisy, difficult to concentrate, electronic tools are diificult to use
Not very well, it is quite taxing. Regular contact with collegaues is needed.
No real problems
Do my work, socially distance and spend time outside doing sports
Ok, but I would have appreciated some systematic reduced targets and/or reduced working hours to deal with children at home.
I think I coped quite well
Workin a few more hours as I had to take over tasks from homeworking colleagues
missing colleagues, otherwise ok, some work not possible though
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Working from home is fine, but it makes collaboration with colleagues far more difficult. Some colleagues that are essential in my workflow are
difficult to reach which makes working difficult at time.
Working when my kids sleep
More personal effort
OK.
By being patient: downloading time or using applications can be very long and thus frustrating.
Working remotely is quite nice but one needs to be careful not to make too long hours.
It is hard to cope with the quantity of work we have to produce.
Working at night
I have set up my schedule and try to keep it as close a possible to the pre-corona working situation. Sometimes I feel sad about the change,
sometimes I am happy that I have the chance to work from home and that I have not lost my job.
Difficult at the beginning perfectly fine now
It took a while to adapt, however after a transition period it was possible to develop new patterns for hoe working.
Well. Main issue is lack of contact with colleagues and new processes due to people working in different locations
planning, arranging right hardware in advance
I somehow need one hour more sleep per day...
reasonably well
comparatively well
Somehow told myself that targets would not count this year and thereby managed to relax a bit.
Extremely well, actually enjoying it despite not having thought so before.
more food, more stress, fatigue
I had to accept to be less productive
very good. We have set up informal contacts with private channels and started to meet in the evenings. Good in the summer, not good in
winter.
Quite well considering the circumstances. But missing the social aspects of being at the office.
I got used to it now I’m on holidays
Combination of work covid kids is a bad cocktail for a address free life
Stay calm and carry on
I am coping fine ow
relatively well, although I miss the contact with colleagues.
Working what I can, but watching the clock.
try to cope with disfunctional software & skype meetings, and the abolition of physical files
I was doing fine but was worried for some co workers. Although i think our employer tried to help
Behind "production" plan. Don't care, priority is on staying healthy bot physically as well as mentally.
Health issues not taken seriously enough at the EPO e.g. oral proceedings in rooms without plexiglas separation
I’m fine
Working from home is nicer than expected.
It is impossible to cope , since the annual targets have been preserved and I have been forced to work irregular hours non stop while looking
after my small children (pre school) at home
Very well I have always worked from The Office
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Had a burnout
Working long hours
Tough in the beginning until gotten adjusted to the new situation, but now I love it. I don't have to commute, very flexible work hours, no
forced socialising, no pointless meetings.
trying to find some creative tasks
coped ok the first month. then it was chaos and stress
Pressure on productivity is restless
Exhausted
Taking regular and longer breaks, try not to be a perfectionist.
I enjoy it
Surviving the drawbacks of digitization
I find working from home extremely practical
well,no problems
I hope to get back to normal environment asap
fine
Working form home has advantages like no commuting time lost to go to work, less paper consumption because more use of computer screen ,
less distraction due to questions from colleagues, you can work more efficiently ... but has also disadvantages like less communication with
colleagues, problems due to software bugs, adaptation to new software/hardware. In the future I'll opt for working 2 days at the office per
week and 3 days from home.
SoSo
I have been trying to adapt the working hours so as to obtain a good life/work balance. It hasn't always been successful but I will hopefully
manage in time.
Working more hours
Simply working longer and more
Perfectly well.
If I could work 50/50 from my home country and my office in Bruxelles, it would be perfect.
I got used to it
Difficult to enjoy the work with less interaction with colleagues
More difficult than ever before
quite successful
it was very difficult to concentrate in the begining, but after a couple of months, i found my pace
I adaped to the new working conditions
It's a bit strange to never see your colleagues other than on a screen. I mostly miss the contact with colleagues.
Psychologically not that well, less separation private life/working life.
Quite well.
I try to do my n’est
Switching from paper to paperless was a challenge and I'm still not quite there but it's getting better. Also, I find that I'm working longer hours,
in part because I don't have to "go home". I go out less, the ritual of "going to work" is missing a bit and the ritual of "coming home from work"
is essentially gone. I miss those.
Making hours, spending my own phone and connexion time
Just by recognizing that i'm far better off than any taxi driver, restaurant owner, coiffeur etc.
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Adapting was not easy
Coping for now, consequences will come later.
It was not easy to balance work and looking after our (handicapped) son, for whom school - day-care - basically everything stopped from one
day to another. But after a week or so - we managed to organise our days around work and the care of our son. And fortunately, I have a very
understanding manager and had the utmost flexibility in working hours. The drawback of course is that work then never stops - trying to catch
up early in the morning - late at night - on weekends.
keeping the routine to start early; taking breaks once in a while; contacting colleagues once in a while
difficult, lonely, unreal
Some days well, some days not so well.
as best I could, living day by day, with patience .. as far as I could muster it
Very well - I love teleworking
trying to work normally
well, I do my very best, but experience much more that my office tasks invade my private life
I coped extremely well. The time spent for commuting to and from work was reduced significantly. This resulted in a great deal of less stress.
I set new priorities: the health of my family is the most important.
emailed a lot with good friends
poor software, makes work more time consuming! We need Europ-based servers. privacy concerns when using MS teams and skype.
a new rhythm to work. Less efficient but not missing colleagues
enjoyed the possibility to distance myself from certain unhealthy situations
able to work more than at the office (no lost timr in transportation and not visit in my office and not coffee break!)
initially well, but the feeling of being detached rediced my ability to concentrate and being motivated
It's going very well but I miss the contacts and work too much
too many changes on organization to adapt to new situation
NN
Quite correctly even if for some cases, much more longer to achieve a task (in case of work in sevetal tables)
Chaotic at the beginning since new procedures were introduced. Now it is more or less OK, but I feel less connected with the organisation
Globally well; as mentioned above, I need to improve 2 points: 1) reduce my number of working hours; 2) have more contacts with others than
most direct colleagues
Change of working procedures is not fully understood
Quite well, I am even more efficient from home (less interruptions, no commuting (2 hours per day), better work/life balance because no more
commuting.
I tried to take necessary breaks and my husband helped with home schooling
Quite OK overall, although having to cope with the limited ergonomy of my home work place.
it is very difficult, at the material level, at the level of personal relations with colleagues and at the level of work pace
I have managed but at the cost of stress and exhaustion
Very well, I found it easier to concentrate and less time was wasted in unecessary meetings
Good, thanks to it, I can stay with my newborn baby more time.
video and phone instead of live meetings
I managed to cope, but it still feels somewhat isolated as not many colleagues come to the office.
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Isolation is extremely difficult (I live alone). My family (siblings and mother) are in my country of origin. In such a case, more flexibility to work
from our country of origin is needed. being alone and working from home is like being in prison in isolation status: you are alone and far from
your loved ones without the possibility of going to visit them as often as needed. Isolation can be a reason for depression and burn-out. this
should be taken into consideration.
Same as when Battistelli FUBAR'ed the place: I adapt my work effort to preserve my health and I adapt my level of quality to the required
increases in productivity. EPO business as usual...
Generally well, but it is quite tiring
I would prefer to continue teleworking from home.
Very well. Less disturbed than when I worked at my employer's place.
managed as much as I could
Working days of 12-16 hours - 3-4 days a week
You just get on with the work
well organised with work/family / comprehensive daughter
time management is hard, feel very tired all the time
.
I try to reach my targets, although quality suffers because lack of time.
Difficult, to have work and household&family under the same roof...My house became my office
I am just fed-up and think our management doesn't really care, but work has been going alright
Did less homeschooling than was necessary, work part time so could use free days for homeschooling
Too many hours resulting in health problems: need kine & osteo and even ophtalmo consultation ! Deep regrets not being authorised to work
from domicile (abroad but illimited internet access) but only from residence (work country where my internet abonment is limited!).
very well, extremely grateful to have such a safe job as civil servant with high salary that enables to help others in need
Hard
New way of remote working takes more time, yet workload has not decreased. To cope while accomodating for my 4 children's needs, I worked
until late in the night (1:00) and getting up early
So and so
well. much better work life balance
View of the garden and birds from my work space was important. My husband and daughter were both working from home, company important.
Head of Unit contacted assistant regularly regarding our health etc. I am happy and was happy. No comuniting by public transfort - good.
Worked longer hours but had more family time.
connecting more with the family
i cope -when i have plenty to do I barely have time to think of something elseth
Try to do less. Try to make more pauses. Probably would do less with more pauses in the office anyway. I think teleworking is more productive.
Accepting reality helps.
After an anxiety attack at the beginning of the crisis I could recover well
1
Not good, all procedures quickly translated to paperless, the work cannot be done correctly
Stressful
In waiting mode
It is difficult to disconnect from work. Some colleagues expected others to be available all the time just because we are all at home and have
the work computer close by.
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Quite well in exceptional circomstances
same as usual. Nothing changed except that the office was empty. Virtual meetings replaced physical ones.
Resilient but not expanding the network inside my organisation, therefore still feel unfamiliar with most activities, as I am new to the job
very tironing to combine homeschooling, household with work. Part of teh working hours shifted to late evening/ night. Private and
professional life get mixed.
I try to get as much exercise as possible to meet people, reduce stress and lose weight.
MORE TIREDNESS
The computer speed working from home is much slower. this is more stressful
Got used to it.
During the holiday period it is not always as easy as on other moments to stay focused on the job
Well, but managment impose their views and a consensus is difficult without seeing the perons
Others colleagues worked at the Office and we met anyway. Social contacts and work with present colleagues is very important.
Kept calm and carried on.
Trying to survive
I cope
(3x) Variable, depending on kind/amount of work, school holidays, family
I feel a lot of pressure: more work incurred due to cancelling/rescheduling activities, while no clear communication that "targets" are reduced
I coped very well with the situation. I had the necessary equipment from the start, my tasks were the same as always, I had great contact with
my coworkers and my office manager was very visible and caring.
I was positively surprised about telework.
stressed out, anxiety, insomnia
I have tried to be resilient. I started walking almost every day, which was possible with the reduced commuting time
I try my best
I very much dislike the lack of boundaries between work and home life. I tried to disconnect, by going for walks or reading, but it is very hard
when the physical distance is not there or clearly marked. I ended up working all the time...
I've been very isolated but have gotten quite used to it by now.
It was difficult at first, but I managed.
a lot of changes in a short time, not yet settled
Going well, I miss the office but am in no hurry back as I am risk-averse
exhausted but still motivated
Flexibility is a double-blade tool: it can be beneficial for work-life balance but it may introduce time management issues
I tried to adapt
Fairly well, even though it can be tiring/boring
I generally feel exhausted to await a certain level of normality, not particularly with working conditions
I had to adapt my house etc to the TW
Difficult to meet targets
I can more or less meet my targets, but the work is much more boring when done only electronically.
it was not easy but I got used to it hoping this is not a new normal but a temporary situation
I really like not having to travel to work and back, it saves me more or less 90 minutes each day that I can use for other purposes
quite stressful with the children at home, better afterwards, but my home setup is not as suitable as my office setup
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Pretty well. Teleworking is an interesting experience...for a while.
usually it was OK
perfect
It is not difficult because we have the necessary equipment.
With patience
OK, but isolation is a psychological issue
I am loving it.
Flexibility is important
During the first 5 months, I wanted to do as much as I was able to do at work. But I got exhausted. From now on, I have decided to do what I can
reasonably be achieved in a normal working day under these circumstances..
I enjoyed the flexibility offered by teleworking. I was able to perform my duties and beyond due to the tools offered from my employer
(Teams, VPN, other). Colleagues need to adjust behaviour towards availability, as working from home does not mean you are to respond
beyond regular working hours. It overall offers a very good balance between professional and private life.
yoga and mindfulness
As we could. Working with kids at home, while schooling them and while having almost the same targets.
Only work when I'm pretty certain that my (small) kids won't disturb. Have also had to accept that I'm not able to keep up my usual standard.
Adapting
I already was teleworking part time before, so the biggest change was mostly that there was no school for my child. I started working from 5
am to 8 am, then stopped for a couple of hours, and then went on following his rythm.
As long as I so not have to look after my children during my work, I am fine and ok working from at home. However that is the case most of the
time
Overall, it is ok. Loneliness is the worst part, as I live alone, with my child half of the time. I stress about having to combine child care (5 year
old) with work, which seems impossible, but inevitable in case of sickness, quarantaine, lockdown...
starts to be long and efficiency diminishes
ok - I don't have any problems working from home except from the missing technical equipment which would be of great help for me to have
Since situation at school is getting stable, homeworking is becoming more positive. The possibility to be more available to work being more
available to our private life is pleasant
I find myself working all the time, there's no break between working time versus leisure time; work is always in my mind
I am trying to do the best I can with what I have. The most difficult thing is to contact colleagues in case of emergencies, I have to use my
private phone to call or to chat with Cisco-jabber.
With some stress at the beginning
Watching the trees and birds from my window and not concrete as in office, baking for afternoon tea, cooking different meals. There were three
people working from home in our house, a teacher, an IT consultant and me. We would meet up to lunch in the kitchen and dinner in the
evening to discuss our day.
I don't have to travel anymore to the Netherlands, place of employment. Great!
I went back to work at the office due to lack of a separate working space at home
Coped ok but social interaction is missing
It's VERY difficult.
satisfactory as i can work both from home and the office
more or less
I can manage it
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Very well, I am more productive.
I try to do my best, to motivate me, I do a little less in total, it is just OK
badly
It was definitely less efficient, certainly when kids are at home. Now that schools open, it is easier, but still less efficient than at work. It's very
easy for private time to be encroached by working time motivated by feeling guilty for reduced efficiency and concentration.
more difficult to cope with children - no canteen - longer hours - not meeting colleagues
Extremely tired, as Head of a large Unit of 115 people and constantly adjusting the situation in a context marked by unpredictability
Still working on it
Meditation yoga
While it was challenging to find a work life balance initially, after months of teleworking i managed to allocate my time efficiently. I miss the
social aspect of work but all in all teleworking has helped me also to care for my small child better
My Head of Unit and my ex-Team leader was not comprehensive at all, especially at the beginning of the confinement treating me as business
as usual
No I think with the current measures of weekly swift Μπραζιτικοs more stress will be added. Voices of staff are not properly being heard
and no transparency from management is present. I am anxious of our mental and physical capacity
tried to do my best
Main challenge is stress due to conditions at the office and lack of safety
I managed to deliver
Back at the office and retourne back tu the normal, nearly the same shift, change of my tasks
I do not know when and if the situation will go soon back to normality
Not easy to cope
It was very easy to adapt and I felt very safe especially during this difficult period.
Healthy diet, exercise on daily basis and positive attitude - friends and family support. Main stress and worry came from absence of HR support
at service level
Once reorganized in view of telework I had no major issues apart from excessive number of meetings
It is what it is
Time will tell...as for now it seems fine
I was in an unusual situation as i had to change from one agency to another end may. Also had to do the onboarding online. All went well
thanks to the teams im both agencies.
try to disconect after working hours, friends, hobbies
Trying to keep balance between work and family life. I created a working space at home and doing my best.
I managed to cope reasonably well
It is fine and comfortable for me. The best thing is that I can work even in the evening and I cope very well with TW.
(2x) More or less, thanks to the support and understanding of my family members
By trying to balance my lifestyle. Especially doing a lot of exercise.
Increased stress, extensive working hours
It was a challenge due to the uncertainty and fear because of covid19. Also the borders had closed and i could not leave, go be with my family
etc. I was in regular online contact with some of colleagues, familiy and friends and that made a tremendous difference. But it was and still is a
very difficult situation
I coped relatively well but I would like to come back to the office
I am looking for a change
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Regular online meetings
The system of shifts (one week teleworking and one week at home) is fine for the moment, but still the normality is to be mostly in the office
and have occasionally teleworking
With flexibility to adapt to changing situation
it is more or less manageable
I am OK. Although we are connecting with the colleagues on a daily basis, I am still missing the physical contant with colleagues in the office. I
would prefer to be able to go back to work at least twice per week even if I am not part of "essential staff".
My other family members took on more responsibilities so that I could dedicate more time to work.
Horrible. Lack of concentration. Only see the musts at home.
de-stress , running , walking ...
thanks to my loving husband
We have a very good communication, understanding and comprehension attitude.
DOING FINE
I suffer in silent and hope it will come back to normal
Shift working time after 8pm, before 7am
Very badly. The stress of coping with kids, trying to manage a full workload and losing the work/life balance has hit me badly.
SItuation unclear: tehre is a strong willingness by the senior management to have everybody back to office (althoguh they say back to work
which is already meaning something) but it is a non sense in teh current situation where the virus is spreading again. Telework should be the
normal rule but they are going in the opposite direction.
Telephone and email
Sheer determination but sometimes one could not balance all needs
Difficult situation as a restructuration plan is being prepared by the DG and this creates a lot of tension and pressure in the Organisation.
Absolutely fine, no problem at all
I found that the separation between working time and private time has become very thin. Edging toward burnout due to constsnt connection to
work systems,
Just basically coping with it...
I would feel better if I could work from home
Try to disconnect more at weekends
Clearly separating space/time between work and private life.
I continue as usual but miss face to face meetings with stakeholders.
As we are obliged to come to work at ECTL since 22/06, I do not feel secure from the Corona Virus. Furthermore there is no information about
infected staff available.
making effort to move timely forward all projects
Teleworking allows me to not have to constantly consider social distancing, while since my return to office, numerous colleagues clearly fail to
take this into accoutn, so although I feel a lot more secure teleworking, my DG has ordered that staff return to office work, regardless, which I
do not find appropriate.
I find it strange that Eurocontrol staff had to come back on 22/6 and other agencies preferred teleworking. Even more strange, CRCO is not
allowed to telework while other departments in Eurocontrol can.
I cope pretty good. Only uncertainty with further possible measures on COVID and how they will be consistant with our kids' school measures
make me to be worried.
since we can still do teleworking it is perfect. Even if that is only for 2,5 days per week. Teleworking and less contact with people feels more
safely then to share an office with more people.
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I try to concentrate on high priorities and I leave the rest
It was more relaxed in terms of personal care.I was able to schedule better my breaks or add some physical exercise. Apart from that in terms
of work everything ran smoothly, webexes and meetings all working perfectly and I could focus better because there were no distractions from
colleagues talking around in the corridors etc.
Longer days, balanced between “office hours” and still teleworking on top.
Biggest ptoblem was psychological, feeling as if I was not a member of a real team. This should be addressed by any organisation
With stress and lack of understanding of the managers
don't understand why coming on-site is required, everything is feasible from home
OK - but confusing atthe level of recommendatins for working
In the beginning quite good but after 5 months it began to be detrimental for the focus and productivity.
Reasonably well - full lockdown was difficult as a manager and as a team member to keep people feeling engaged and involved
When I'm working from home, I'm trying to build a routine so that I can work on the tasks at hand, and at the same time stay connected with
the collegues.
Miss face to face contact but work is fine
The crisis showed the advantage of teleworking.
Allright
due to the increased workload and removal of the flexibility from the Agency, it was hard to find a balance between put in the long hours and
than on slower days working less hours.
Great, more opportunity to work diligently !
I do not understand why I have to go to work while many companies/+organisations still keep their staff at home teleworking + I take public
transport thus increasing risk of being infected
Teleworking did not represent a big unknown. Most of the meetings could have been converted to online meetings.
It is ok. No major problem. Would prefer to be more on teleworking.
the work
I don't agree with having been forced to come back on site so early. Specially because initially the wearing of the mask was not compulsory and
now still some colleagues don't wear it at all times required (during Hardtalk in a closed room most of the people did not wear a mask!). Being
in the office but continuing to do mostly virtual meetings I don't see the advantage. I remain as much as possible in my office. I don't see the
benefit of coming to work the whole week. It's an unnecessary risk.
Following virologue recommended safetly measures and working 50 % remotely, one day at office alternating with one day remote work.
Very well, personally and according to my tasks, my presence at the office can be limited to one or two days a week.
Teleworking proved to be very efficient and I could voluntarily dedicate more hours to it. The time I usually spend commuting was given to
both my family and my work without stress. TW has been a major advantage to work efficiently and stress-free.
At EUROCONTROL things work worse than ever before. Some parts are not allowed to take teleworking. Shameful
Given the drop in flights our CEO is afraid that we will be bored with less work which means that he manages to give us plenty of other things
(sometimes not really useful) to do instead of using this time to review our procedures and find improvements for the future
admin business as usual
Very well, no wasted time anymore in traffic (min 2 hours a day) which could be spend on work or leisure. Less stress.
I might have worked more hours per day while teleworking but these were spread over the whole day.
Relatively ok.
It is, as it is, I can not change it. Now, if the childern can go to school, it may inprove.
I work to deadlines and enjoy the flexibility of organising my own time
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Not to bad because the work is interesting but I am not sure that the extra effort will be recognised.
quite well, choose my ideal hours
Well, although the worjkiad was higher than usual because of the lack of staff
Ok but with lassitude
Les stress in the family and easier to manage the daily life
Less stress, more happy about the work, more telework in the future
I do my best to organize my time (work, homeschooling, taking care of my 3 year old),
In the beginning it was somewhat stressfull, but now it fits my life situation perfectly. Being able to avoid the trafficsituation in Luxembourg is a
huge advantage. Also feeling more productie working from home.
Very good - i definitely wish to téléwork in the future
Fine - for me it is not much difference if I work from home or at the office - just a bit boring from home
I am doing fine
I am glad to be still at home and not in office. Satisfied.
I had the chance to telework from my home country. I saw an increase in efficiency as I was able to conciliate my private and working life. I think
it is important to be able to remain connected and close to our families/relatives in these exceptional circumstances. Unfortunately, I have not
seen any actions undertaken neither by the STCs, nor by the TUs. Teleworking from abroad remains a luxury not available to all staff employed
by the EU institutions and Agencies.
Not very well, I work more hours than before.
no issue, coping just fine
Maintain structure, acknowledge and accept the need for a break when necessary
AS soon the kids are not around very well.
MIXED FEELINGS
I would prefer to continue to work from home, enables me to set my own working schedule
The whole family has to adapt to the new situation, children not to school for months, we had to help them with the homestudies, it is not easy
but it is what it is.
I cope doing sport in the morning before breakfast and going for a walk at lunch time.
I focus on the advantages, such as not having to travel to the office, instead of the inconveniences, such as the fairly malfunctioning IT
environment and not being able to see the colleagues
It is very busy, but for now an extra hand is hired to help out
I took on the learning process, the improvment of the exisisting tools and the challenges at that time by keeping in mind the deadlines which
ahve been fully respected.
Trying to do my best under the difficult circumstances and constant distraction
I adapt to it, as usual...
With patience and optimism that it will end soon
I have no problem working from home or being at work. What worries me is the increased workload which is expected to be the new norm
I worked the same hours as I would have done at the office
alright, however had to pau attention to the workload and separate private and work
It is what it is, some days I feel disconnected, some days I feel like I can get more done than in the office
Combined my working day with leisure activities. Working from home gave me the flexibility to have more quality time for all of my daily
activites. I could also add diversity.
Difficult situation due to the long distance with the family and no being able to telework from long distance
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Work as if I'm in the office, where I also had to make extra hours due to the high workload; I intentionally switch off my PC in the evening and
stop checking my emails otherwise I wouldn't stop; I take short breaks during the day and do some stretching exercises or walks, so that I'm fit
to work in the years to come and to refresh my mind
stressfull
All though I work every day, I feel that I am not working for the organization, it feels that I just work for my boss as I do not often speak or see
colleagues from other sectors and units, the social part in the canteen or coffee corner is completely gone.
N/A
Very well, just missing movement and physical exercise
get all necessary HW and personal notes from office, get used to paperless work and focus on same tasks as before
At first it was difficult because the the IT Systems could not cope (quite understandably) with the entire staff working online. These difficulties
receded as time went by.
It was horrible to work 14h per day and have to deal with 2 kids' homeworks and one baby; but after all my colleagues received a computer and
we had to work only 8h per day; we could feel the difference; still very dificult until school started but bettre to work 8h instead of 14.
I enjoy it much more than the office work. Even if sometimes the workload is higher than before, there is still a better work/life balance,
because of eliminating the morning preparation and the comuting time.

17. What do you think your organisation could/should have done better in the
management of the Corona crisis?

Réponses textuelles, Nombre de répondants 839x, sans réponse 91x

Stop putting all pressure on workers and not intending to have 0 losses by putting
Not adding to the crisis an unjustified demand to reduce the salary and allowances
Absolutely
more comprehensive risk assessment
Focus more on important topics instead of trying to do everything
(3x) Reduce workload
Don't know. I am happy with the measures they took. Except the close down of the canteen
Consult the other organisations to have a common approach to teleworking
sometimes the HR communications were chaotic, late or contradictory.
(2x) They should have promoted more teleworking at the beginning of the crisis.
More support to the staff in terms of family support, more masks & gels. Gel and masks are available at the front desk but nothing in the
various floors. You have to be happy with some soap and no mask once in your office...
Communication from HR was not clear enough. Given other organisations are continuing to telework why can't EUROCONTROL? Working from
home clearly worked - no backlog upon return to work.
Reading intensively the emails before sending them to all staff, some information created panic.
No COVID procedure was published by the Agency. Not enough masks at work. No strict control of the cleaning provider. Finally attack at
working and employment conditions.
(10x) Nothing
(2x) no comment
Communicate in a timely manner (not last minute) and trust your people - working in the office in teh circumstances is not more efficient than
working from home!
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The return to the office was rather quick. I would have expected a longer period of scheduled teleworking
Learn and change
I definetly missed a better communication strategy, more understanding, more supportive, recognizing our efforts... I sensed that the general
message from HR was "you think you are on holidays, so we are going to make you take your leave or come back to the office" and this was not
the reality at all. Most of us were delivering 150%.
Full return of everybody working on site should have been more gradual. Not sufficient means for people with small children and no
alternatives.
Not much
Consistancy, protective materials not available at start COVID. Staffing levels at NM opsroom where reduced to avoid contamination at start of
COVID but now we are all back again sitiing on top of each other, a joke this place
Difficult to do better
well structure information, dedicated e-mail adress for problem solving
Management was not prepared at all and their reactions have clearly shown their limits: they believe that telework means no work (with no
evidence), they use the crisis excuse to stop promotion exercise and reduce all the possible rights of the staff,attacking the staff regulations.
Instead fo showing solidarity they are showing aggressiveness and try to exploit the occasion to diminish staff rights
better organisation of medical services (lack of ressource, as usual)
Encourage staff to telework rather than forcing us to return to work on-sit. Provide disposable masks and perhaps gloves daily (being given two
re-usable masks is not really pratical) and to provide sanitising products to all staff on a regular basis.
(5x) nothing
Use the crisis in order to enhance the functioning. Modernise, reduce heavy processes, introduce new techniques such as virtual recruiting. Also
change fundamentally the culture of the Agency. Introduce employee experience. Nothing is done however. Status quo.
clearer messages as the ones we received were very confusing and mixed. They clearly didn't know what to do at times.
applying a stronger HR policy, whereby all staff have equal rights and not depending from own managers,, better procedures for evaluating
business needs versus telework
Not forcing staff to come to work on site when those people work perfectly well from home. If the kind of job allows it and the ICT tools
function well, why force people to come on site? Unfortunately at ECTL the direction still likes an oldschool male patronal enforcement
approach. HR managers should talk more respectful about ill staff and about staff at risk. They have a tendency to ridiculise sick staff members
and to suspect them from abusing the situation.
I think my organisation has handled the crisis very well. We all switched to teleworking without skipping a beat. For some back-office support
roles, I think teleworking could be made the norm combined with periodic meeting/time (every 2 weeks) in the office to touch base face to face
from time to time.
Taken more consideration of individual circumstances
Enhanced clarity, better respect of the governemental rules
Really the people in charge did well given the circumstances. However it should be noted that I have an office work that can be easily
substituted by teleworking
(2x) Communication
Treat staff with respect and respect the rules/laws.
Better solidarity dialogue with social partners, would have caused less pressure on staff
Communicate more effectively for colleagues commuting from other countires into the office. More consideration to give Teleworking to
colleagues in difficulty. Give more discretion to line managers. HR should stop controlling and support. put line markings on the ground.
Ensure that cleaners and facility contractors following health and safety rules. They should reinstate flexitime.
ok
We did not follow the Belgian Govt recommendations on extended telework but were summoned back100% as of 22nd of June
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I was well managed, only the come back is a bit complicate. It should have been easier to put as a rule to work 3 days in the office 2 days at
home
The return at the office should be done on a voluntary basis and not imposed decision by the DG
x
/
voluntary return to work, let people continue teleworking twice a week now
Improvement of visual aids; improvement of online collaboration tools (MS Teams)
At the very beginning, the Covid was not really considered as it became afterwards. Therefore masks, gloves, gel were not available in a first
time.
Now that we have returned to work, I notice that top management do not respect the rules of social distancing/wearing of a mask.
More communication from Human Resources.
mainly having a business continuity plan and not sliding into the crisis situation totally unprepared.
First month of post-covid is even more important: compulsory mask ware
More transparent and frequent Information and communication
allocating time for children activities
Provide big screens
Not really much more but ensure all staff could TW properly and provide allowance for internet and TW
Nothing is perfect but I think they rather well managed in the urgency.
I think it was well managed "au pied levé" but, I think we should have all worked from home sooner
manage work in a way that workload shouldn't increase, adapt it
I am not sure they could do anything better but may be to allow more then 10 percent people for coming back to the office and earlier even if
in shifts and of course respecting distanciation with masks etc
I think management handled correctly the corona crisis if one considers that it is unprecedented crisis and an importnat part of measure were
imposed from higher instances.
Allow teleworking abroad with no limitation
Special leave for COVID-19 for official with children and no space at home.
My organisation should have given permission to isolated persons to go in their country with their family. It is completely possible to work
abroad!
yes I found the communication a little poor, always all in English while we have French which is better for me And I, who do not really have the
opportunity to work from home because I am a printer, I was a little lost because no direct contact with my management ... except my
colleague who forwarded me the emails of the management on my private email
Renounced to staff cuts already a long time ago. Hire more permanent staff, enough to cover for the real workload already under normal
working conditions. Dealing with a crisis is already challenging as such; and all the more so within understaffed units! A realistic HR policy is
absolutely necessary - and let's not forget about the work HUMAN in it! Anything else is very short-sighted from a pure policy point of view:
even very dedicated human beings can only do so much before they drop...
To anticipate in advance tp provide the necessary material in ordre to work from home
No. It’s fine
Offering the possibility to take home the second screen
for me, everything was ok
Propose more than 2 days per week for teleworing
The institution could not really have done better. It planned to lend a laptop to a great number of colleagues but this program has been
modified wth the lockdown. The priorities were changed
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they should or should have ensured reliable and reachable contact with RCAM, especially in the event of a crisis (no response by email ´Staff
matters' or by phone).
Coordinate with the other institutions for a common policy towards this situation
Better preparation in terms of teleworking facilities for everyone. It was often parents of young children, who had the most difficult working
environment, who were the best equipped in technical terms to work.
provide adequate resources
Nothing, not easy to manage a crisis situation like this one.
plan the confinement better and make it initially longer
HR handled the situation very professionally, but in the DG returning to the office was disproportionally discouraged
..
Given the circumstances, I think that my organisation managed the crisis relatively well. However, I've noticed that other institutions adopted
more flexible measures in favour of their staff.
There was no need to rush to come bring back everybody to the office, because indeed a good part of the business in which we are (aviation) is
on hold. The top management wanted to pretend that everybody was working 100% as usual.
The Commission is managing well the crisis.
(2x) No comment
It should have followed the rules of the other organisations and continue with the TW until September.
More communication about coming back (when, how, what is going on in Eurostat).
I have to issue a weekly report to be addressed to my Director each week, I found this really stressful especially at the beginning of the crisis
where my performance at work were impacted due to slowliness of the tools. In general we got information on the situation with regular
informative mails. I would have liked my DG to be more present and supportive during this period.
Better IT equipement, more empathy for staff more caring attitude.
more IT tutoring and help, easier connection, more info if medical service still available and open or not, what about or annual check up in
medical service: for me not enough info on this
I had no problem
Protect employees instead of using to resolve crisis.
Could have communicated updates quicker
NA
communicate more clearly and precisely
I think they did everything right: regular information, extreme comprehension of the situation, total respect of the extraordinary situation
(2x) No idea
Paused the NWOW
(2x) It was fine
No comments
To be honest i appreciated the flexibility given by the management. They haven' asked to be constantly connected so i could take care of my
child. An when i decided to come to the office it wasn't blocking.
Forbid managers to have two unit meetings a day!
Better communication! Clear instructions for managers!
Overall, they could not have done a better job. My personal experience in how Mr Shapcott and our Head of Unit organised and handled this
crisis was a very positive one.
Nothing, it has been handled in a very good manner
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They managed well.
Stopped panicking
Provides everyone with the means to work from home (laptops/smartphones), remote connxion, etc...I have them, but my team not
They have managed it well with great flexibility given to us. It is just difficult for everybody, but we are managing/we have managed it. So no
complaints from here. :-)
Let people + manager decide if they want to telework more on regular basis. Don't take the risk on health - I'm convinced that this epidemia is
not finished at all - to come back just for controlling.
Organise more team meetings, to keep up staff morale.
Oblige everybody to wear a mask while in contact with others
In the health/sanitary field, I think they acted in an appropriate manner. As far as work organisation is concerned, they should have taken this
opportunity to reconsider the usefulness of NWOWs, as open space is far from being a good option in Covid-19 times.
A more proactive aproach involving the Staff
Overall my organisation did really well
I think they did well in the circumstances, they have been very understanding w colleagues being able to work from abroad in special cases. It
was a unique nor foreseen situation and Council reacted w flexibility. I think management did a good job.
(4x) Good connection
I am not at all convinced that social distancing is really being taken seriously by senior managers in the Council. The return to physical meetings
is too early. The early advice on masks was ill-considered and proved to be wrong.
i have not comments
I dont know until the crisis is over.
Nothing for me personally
Allowing staff to pick IT equipment from the office from the very beginning of the crisis. Communicate more on teleworking possibilities once
the crisis is voer (will telework be extended, how?)
its good
Provide accessories (ie.headphones/printers etc.)per unit and decentralise the coordination of the distribution.
Providing Council laptops for everybody.
For the first Corona cases in the Council, give less personal information about the whereabouts of the infected persons and Council contacts.
Contacts should of course be traced, but an email to 3000 persons does not need to be so specific.
As it looks like teleworking from home is going to be the norm for quite a while yet, I think some kind of an allowance should be given to
contribute to electricity/broadband costs, as well as towards office equipment needed to perform the work from home efficiently. I had to buy
an office desk, printer, shredder, etc , all at my own expense and I'm obviously using more electricity/broadband/water at home. Whereas the
Council is obviously saving costs by us not being in the office.
Bravo for information sharing, bravo for allowing taking equipment home, bravo for allowing teleworking from Member States during the
summer
I really cannot think of anything right now that the Council or my HU could have done better. Information from the institution has been very
satisfying and there has been a big understanding that many can't work as much as normally. My HU has been great! Very understanding and
supportive and flexible. Deserves a gold medal!
Communication was good. There has been and there are still some technical hick-ups with on-line meetings but this is normal. We will all learn
lessons from it.
The hierarchy was very comprehensive and whenver needed we could inform the HoU and go to the office. Occasionally I went to the office due
to filing or audit requests.
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I think my organisation managed the crisis very well. I was always informed on the situation, contributed and adapted accordingly.
I don't think so
nothing, this was an exceptional time for all
I think there should be more flexibility in TW away from the place of employment
They should have taken stricter measures that the Belgian authorities such us compulsory mask wearing and testing
I think it has been handled fairly well (maybe redundant and not always relevant information at the beginning of the crisis)
La hiérarchie a 2 visages, quand on était en confinement il y avait un trop-plein de bonnes intentions et de bonnes volontés car ils avaient tous
peur que quelqu'un attrape le Covid. Mais depuis le déconfinement leur trop plein de gentillesse a laissé place à la bêtise puisqu'on faisait
recommencer les gens pour montrer qu'on était au bureau par rapport aux autres services. Il fallait montrer à la plus haute hiérarchie que tout
était redevenu normal. C'est idiot mais c'est comme ça
More VDI connections, fewer "bugs" in the IT system, headsets
I suppose everyone is trying to surviv, so no comment.
I think they handled it quite well.
specific case of Publications Office: not change at the same time, which is already challenging, our net to NET1 & other IT shifts could have
waited, too
the teleworking should remain at least a few days a week. This is not the case. Director refuses teleworking what i beleive became a personal
issue for him. All worked ok while confinement, people got really into business so i dont understand his decision. It should be mandatory (if ok
for the service)
n/a
The fact that the PC screens from the office could not be taken home is a scandal. The consequences have been a slowdown of speed in
execution of the tasks and had an impact in my personal case on my eyesight. I have not had a proper office desk that could be adjusted
properly to my height for years and telework did not change that.
I think they did a good job
(2x) decrease working hours
More regular team meetings by videoconference (once a week as a minimum) and regular discussions with line manager to take stock
clear policy
in the beginning less emails and more videocalls, installation of software to better make use of videocalls,
Am quite happy with the way things were handled
In the open offices it is not enough to have plexis between the desks. More individual offices should be made available.
Not to expect the same level of workload and to limit the use of visioconférence to a maximum of 1 or2 hours a day
Communication that is clear and unambiguous.
Should have authorised the colleagues FROM THE BEGINNING to work from oher member states, knowing that BE was hit especially hard by C19, if compared to some other MS.
Nothing to add.
This is a difficult question, as nobody knew in the beginning how dangerous the virus would be. However, Belgian authorities have been much
quicker to introduce the deconfinement measures than the General Secretariat of the Council. I do not understand the extreme
apprehensiveness of the GSC to allow the staff (who wish to do so) to return to office work. My psychological health has been impacted by this
reluctance, as I don't have the adequate teleworking conditions.
coronavirus special part-time or leave
I am overall satisfied with how the situation was handled.
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As mentioned before being allowed to take screen home would have been helpful. Also, it would be nice to have a more longer-term plan
(rather than getting information only a few days in advance that telework is extended). However these are minor details and overall I think the
organisation is managing the Corona crisis very well.
I think they handled rather well this new situation.
better managing of the global situation in some departements
It should provide for more teleworking connections
NON
The organisation did well. It would nevertheless have been good to implement measures to ensure cohesion within teams
Implement more effective and eficient rules for the poeple who comes in the office about safety, selfprotection, ...
./.
I do not think it reasonable that the organisation should be encouraging staff to come back to work on an occasional basis in the office. As long
as there is no vaccine, this puts staff at risk. Many use public transport, too. More people will be encouraged to use a private vehicle to come to
work - which causes more congestion and pollution.
Provide the necessary tool/laptop and access to set meetings online - WebEx solution advocated by the Agency was not working on private PC
delayed return of 100% on-site working
The management were non communicative on an individual basis
(2x) None
I had the impression I was left alone. Good to work autonomously but sometimes I had the impression I had no time to breathe
Particularly at the beginning, being more reactive to messages and then to providing a corporate equipment. The latter will be organised soon
aparently.
I am satisfied with the way GSC has managed the crisis
Difficult to say, it is a first.
It was a novel situation and they followed the Belgian authorities' advice, which is OK I guess.
I believe that my organisation did the best that could be done in this very fluid situation
I think the organisation did well, the communication was appropriate so nothing comes to my mind.
Less workload in general.
Allowing us to get the bigger screens back home earlier. Offering better solutions for ergonomic problems. If we wanted an office chair, we had
to manage picking up and bringing back ourselves. Same with the bigger screen etc. And how do you work 1-2 days from the office now when
half your equipment is at home? Working exclusively from the laptop in one of the cases equals really poor working conditions at least 1-2
days per week!
We needed more teleworking connections specifically for translators, more of them should have been made available quickly
They reacted quickly and in an efficient way. No remarks about his.
A system for extra working hours (not as a gift), reduce the targets and the mass of work
Allow more flexibility towards parents and teleworking in CRCO
HRS from ECTL has been totally unaceptable. Since the beginning of June all in the office, not following even the rules from Belgium.On top,
the CRCO has not teleworking AT ALL since the 22th June. Already one person passed away in Maastricht, and they just dont care.
Learn from experience - nobody was prepared. I support confinement in place of watching to see who will live and who will die.
Despite the specifics of our domain, the Agency was slow to take preventive measures. I personnally raised a red flag with hierarchy about a
colleague returning to work after Asian trip early in FEB and whose spouse had a lung related affection, it was met with skepticism, deemed
exagerated and even considered invasive. I found that was inappropriate and irresponsible. Last, like many other businesses, the teleworking
should have been favoured over returning to the office untill the end of AUG.
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Avoid unrest due to budget issues. We are a public organisation. Now we are threatened and asked to share the burden of the compaines so
called losses, without transparent analysis and justification. It felt like the situation is used to reduce rights of the staff, illegally.
same high level of information, smoothness, efficiency in decision taking
Giving me a mobile phone instead of using my private for receiving/doing official calls, impossible), lending me a printer/scanner for TT at home
It should definitely have made wearing masks mandatory in places with a high concentration of people (e.g. restaurant, kitchenette,
entrance,...). For the rest, I feel they did well.
Be aligned with national law and other EU institutions...
Been clearer about whether flexitime applies or not; otherwise OK
flexibility in location of teleworking. better IT equipment (monitors)
Provide an allowance for the increased internet cost, I had to top-up my usual internet provider subscription several times (around 150 euros
up to mid July)
Leave us take screen and chairs from office, give us the chance to test Covid
The reaction was welcome and spectacularly fast.
Distribution of larger screens, reinforced electronic signature of PP and VAT forms, and clear instructions to high managers that we should rest
and not work all day long, including the week-end.
draft guidelines increasing days of telework/week for all staff interested (more than 1/week as it is the currently the case)
It would help to clarify the procedures that would apply for continued teleworking for vulnerable staff as this could be a source of stress,
especially if infection rates start to rise again
take more into account the situation of parents caring for their children 24h/24.... and lower the volume targets
Better communication and especiallly, the right to move screen/chair to home would have been good as ergonomics are not great for constant
teleworking
The division of tasks could have been clearer so as to take into account respective workloads.
adapt quickly to the new normal and change working methods to allow teleworking as norm
I think they have managed well all the situation.
The EU Commission did its best to manage the Covid 19 crises
Staff from EU Delegations should have been evacuated to Europe which has not been the case (only "voluntary departures" for staff in a certain
number of Delegations, and without any economic compensation have been adopted)
I think -given the circumstances- the situation was in total handled quite well.
Allow us to move the office to home
je n'en ai aucune idée
See question16: managers shouldn't have gone in overdrive and shouldn't have focused on "control, control, control über alles". Also, too many
endless remote meetings - let's be honest, skype and webex are good tools but not to sit 4-hour meetings.
BETTER PROTECTIONS
More aoutonomous decision making (not too dependent to BE) and better coordination between EC and EU Schools
More recommendations and fewer instructions.
extend the possibilities for parental leave (with or without allowance).
more communication
I don't know, I feel we were lucky to be able to work as we did, if I compare myself to others who lost a lot during the crises
They could organize work-load better, but this is not just because of the crisis. Thsi is regular way of dealing with things
change the management style
better equipment, financial support for extra costs working at home
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all in all ok, but the working hours should be respected, and we shouldn't be expected to work during the nights or weekends. As for this
survey, if we replied "does not apply" at question 9, question 10 should not appear - or there should be a "does not apply" option as well.
Telework from home country should have been the rule for everybody, as in the Council and EP. Those over 60 wishing to work part time
should be allowed to telework from home countries in the future (without expatriation allowance if need be
That's fine without being innovative.
no comments
provide more information, taka care of plants left in the office, provide neccessary IT equipment (PC screens at least)
organise more virtual information meetings for staff; organise testing for staff interested
Allow people to take screens from the office. Having proper screens is vital for most desk-based jobs and it is ridiculous that screens are lying
unused in the office while people are struggling to work properly. It would perhaps also have been good to allow people to take office chairs,
though I understand that is more complex.
Accorder plus de flexibilité pour pouvoir télétravailler de l'étranger
A calmer approachj to the COM's policy reaction to the pandemic. I am in DEVCO and the hysterical approach to redirecting ongoing
programmes was unnecessarily stressful and politically motivated.
Make video connection widely possible. Additional support for IT hardware
They did it well with tranparancy
Allowed us to take our screens home, to connect to our private printers
Since I work in the open space of PMO, clearer instructions are really needed before we all return to the offices
OK
to permitt to take pc screen at home
Nothing, they have been excellent
I think they have done in general well
- Allow colleagues to use a part of their IT equipment (like large screens) at home
It is necessary to modify the criteria for the appointment of managers. Management is definitely unable to manage these types of positions.
for example, by facilitating more office equipment such as chair, printer, additional screen so as not to damage the eyes with the small screen
of the professional surface
Frankly, nothing! I am sick of hearing all the complaints of what was NOT done well enough by the Commission despite how lucky we are to be
able to contnue working with excellent IT equipment provided. Nothing is never "good enough" for some people and in these force majeur
times - with this thrown upons us with no notice, I applaud the Commission's handling of things. .
I think they assumed that everybody can work 1 extra hour per day because there is no travelling time any more. But that is not correct under
the staff regulations.
I think the Commission was flexible enough
Provide an office chair for home. More efforts to mitigate dysinformation are an advantage.
Generally move staff from less busy DGs to more busy DGs.
people should be trained for tw even they do not have a structural tw plan in place. This helps that everybody is on the safe side if constrained
to tw.
Provide a bigger screen - not allow people contacting you in the evening or in the week-end for urgent jobs
Provide quidance not only from the top/olitical level, but also from the senior management. Looked like a missing link.
Very hard to say, as this crisis is unprecedented.
I think that we all did our best to cope with this situation, including the management
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IT systems could have been better prepared; use of mordern tools has been requested for a long time, now that the situation was demanding
for it, everything had to be done in a rush, a pity. Also who takes into consideration those who do not have/want to have an ingernet access at
home?? what about the domestic costs linked to teleworking on a 100% basis for months?
Don't know.
Congratualtions to the IT team, it works surprisngly well. More efficient and targetted information flows from management. Realistic deadlines
of several days, balanced with other duties. Not extensive papers with half day reaction times.
Reduce working hours, targets and work
From where I stand, the Commission has done as good as it possibly could
Allowing a quicker return to the office, with more people. I have the impression that the Commission is too restrictive.
Redistribute some work depending on family situations. Also provide better equipment or allow for reimbursement (screen monitor, keyboard,
chair, etc.).
need for improments in IT communication tools
give me a big screen at home
Demonstrate more empathy for those who - due to the nature of their job - cannot telework. An important number of people stressed and
were anxious about their status and remuneration (especially CAs)
Examine how to avoid stress as much as possible. Some tasks are really urgent but others clearly not.
Foster and ease teleworking arrangements for parents having to home-schooling and taking caring 24h/24h of their children. Consider possible
financial compensations or extra leave days for parents
allowing equipment be taken home
Nothing specific
Adopt a more human and flexible approach. Provide support (even if a limited one) to facilitate telework.
Maybe provide a screen, and necessary to telework. If possible contribute ton WIFI connection ? as it is done in the Belgian Public sector
Don't know, really.
nothing more
This is futurology... honestly I do believe that they did an outstanding work
The Commission took the right measures - nothing to complain about
better information
making sure hat we are not going to be asked to go back to the office as long as the virus is still arround
Instructions to go back to delegations are insensitive and contradictory. We were "voluntarily" repatriated at the height of the epidemics in
Europe. Not that the COVID is peaking up in Africa, we are asked to go back to our Dels. Doesn't make much sense.
I resented the communication on leaves that was sent at the beginning of the crisis because I thought it was showing a total lack of
undesrstanding
info from HR and HR Commissioner were really clear and the 'language' honest honest
More logistic support
react a bit earlier and not wait to react after February holidays when it was already quite late
Not sure my senior management has a good grasp of working conditions: stress, Interactio, acoustic shock etc
It is a pity that some managers had to live through this period of crisis to realize that telework must be more accessible
The focus has more or less only been on what is good for service
more Trust, les bureaucracy, less stupid managers with too restrictive interpretation of TW
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I believe my organisation reacted swiftly and allowed teleworking; kept staff weekly informed; consulted us through continued surveys; my
hierarchy has took care of the team; masks available when in the office; we've stayed in touch: all this = positive. However, IT equipment =
insufficient and medical information = missing in the perspective of a return to the office next September: this informaton isn't clear-cut. The
real step, about to come: return under the Covid-19
Introduction of any new application or system could have been delayed until after the pandemic. Virtual training on a new IT system has limited
effectiveness and a whole ocean of stress attached to it.
better prioritise work
Organise childcare. Help colleagues have a screen, a proper chair.
The organisation should have taken into account that the crisis is piling more tasks, including on maintaining team spirit, on the shoulders of
the heads of unit and should have issued strict orders for ensuring that working time and resonable deadlines are respected by Cabinets
Be more open to family needs, compromise with 7 hours working with no core horario, provide some messages alerting that e.g. "you are
seating for more than two ours, please select some exercises for 10 min"
I think they did the best they could. Nobody really knew what to expect and they had to rethink a lot of our practices and that can't happen
overnight. I think our new Commissioners are doing a good job under very difficult circumstances.
Overall it was very well managed by the Commission. Not sure they could have done anything better.
Increase the IT capacity to deal with so many Telework at the same time. Provide more IT tools such as a big screen.
No need to go back to office before Winter season and possible second wave
provide people with appropriate material: a chair and a big screen if necessary
We have a very good Communication Sector who is keeping us informed at every stage
Providing alowences for screens, office chairs etc.
Yes by being more flexible to allow you to use the same IT equipment as in the office. For instance being allowed to use the pc screen and USB
box at home.
shut down meetings earlier and ensured all institutions follow the same rules to avoid for example EEAS organising face to face meetings with
no possibility of VC just because the manager feels like it. This will be a problem if it starts again in September when many colleagues will be
teleworking.
Overall good management, but more flexibility on leave / telework from abroad should be possible, as well as financial support for staff to
upgrade their private internet connections and for the use of private phones.
no
Teleworking decision was too late. Now teleworking from other places should be authorized. Instead of being afraid of 1 person who would go
to the beach instead, let's try to make our staff take advantage of the benefits of modern technologies to be closer to their families. I don't say
5 days a week, but if it happens on a Friday or on a Monday it should be allowed. And by allowed I mean explicitly allowed in the rules, and not
on a case by case (how friendly is your HoU, or you with him/her).
All went well.
Covid is exceptional, with no 'trainings' or guidebooks... Under these circumstances the organization did well.
Given the circumstances, the management did its best.
better office equipment of needed (bigger screens for people working with data)
The Von der Leyen's action should be done at the beginning of pandemic emergency to help the Member States in dificulty. Better
coordination in EU
specify more flexible rules from the very beginning - we were told NOT to return to EU; then (when the situation became harsh) we were told
to return to EU but it was too late. Despite the higher workload, we we re told NOT to register our real work time in Sysper but to only enter 8
Hours max. People left the country against the rules but post-factum they were allowed to do teleworking - thus confirming that even if you do
not respect the rules, you can find an arrangement - pity for the others
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I think that the organisation has been outstanding, except on one area: it has not taken into account the workload. Pressure and workload have
increased. The "do more with less" approach must now be reversed urgently
Be more flexible on where to telework from
I think, given unprecedented situation, management did the best that they could and I appreciate everyones work and effort.
pour les délégations: les DUE ont été laissé un peu à elles mêmes, peu de support, incitations au rapatriement volontaire sans compensation
financière et sans aide logistique (notamment durant le pic de l'épidémie en europe). Manque global d'empathie. Communication tournée vers
le siège
provide equipment
Working in a delegation, HQ (EEAS) management has not been up to standards. Lack of duty of care, confused guidelines, poor implementation
IT was a caos in the begining. Stablish rules for better contacts with hierarchy
Ils ont été royalement hypocrites sur un point. Ils énnoncent, dans les règles au sujet d'encodage des heures de travail, que si on a des enfants
scolarisés dont on doit s'occuper en même temps, qu'on doit l'annoncer à notre chef qui va définir avec nous les tâches minimal a continuer à
fournir, mais personne nul part n'était aussi avenante. C'était une règle publié d'une manière très caché, sans publicité. Dichtomique entre la
volonté de changer proclamé et la rigidité clasique.
Greenlight on any kind of digital communication - reimbursement of personal mobile costs, opportunities for providing ergonomic working
places at home
more contacts with the hierarchy in order to keep trust ans motivation between the services
Better connections
The organisation was largerly absent. I only received instructions and was told what I was not supposed to do. I sent repeated mails asking for
help, but no response. The Commission could have stayed more connected with the employees and offered support. We were abandoned in a
country that lost control and grip on the sickness. The situation was a chaos and worrying where I live. I would have appreciated some
acknowldgement and recognition. Simple measures like helping setting up office etc.
Offer second screens
To take better into account the situation with families that have children.
If we would have had a MODERN HR IN THE COMMISSION, I would probably not need to work with a laptop with a 13 inch screen, which ruins
my eyes, would have a proper and stable internet provider, and so on. Apart from a modern HR policy, which is currently completely absent, we
would probably also have beter IT tools, and IT an environment, which is not a patchwork of different solutions, which are in many cases
incompatible with each other.
Aspect lessen more realistic
The Commission informed everybody very well but my DG Scic was a complete mess,varying to push through awfull changes without social
dialogue, just imposing. At the same time threatening if we did not accept to work under substandard conditions
Difficult to say, since it was a very unforeseable situation
perhaps better balancing the workload between DGs
(2x) .
provide equipment, organise wor, in teams rather than 1 file - 1 person principle
All worked fine.
take into account the constraints of parents with small kids (teaching, cooking every lunch for 5 persons, grocery shopping (a lot when you are
always eating home and 5 persons), being there for children. Organisation could also consider a fee to support our internet connection or to
purchase office related hardway or ergonomics
they could be more precise on dates and system when returning to the office. The information is not always clear.
Take off workload.. teachers were also in confinement with family members to care for
Organise a return to office this summer
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Nothing really
I was quite pleased with the approach of the Commission in general.
Waive the obligation to translate the legislative proposals for adoption.
Change the format of some usual meetings, make sure the managers were contacting their staff regularly and were not overloaded themselves
management
The lockdown was absolutely necessary. It was unexpected and despite some IT troubles in the beginning, the Commission adapted quite
quickly to this situation. However, the Commission should analyse the impact of the pandemic and of being at home all the time for all the
staff. I think it has impacted the mood, motivation, etc.. from the staff at different levels.
Better updates on the return to the office, possibility to take the screen home
Not tryning get us to the office soon . The windows are not opening. The buildings have open spaces and I don’t feel safe.
(2x) N/A
Allowing me to bring my screen home together with laptop.
Pour moi, l’unité ou je travaille ainsi que ma Direction à bien géré le problème du Coronavirus
More care for workforce
It should have more proactive at the very beginning of the crisis, be more open to the inputs of the Staff representation and actively cooperate
with the SR, sensibly lower the targets, especially in the first phase of the COVID, be more attentive to the special needs and problematics of
our international staff in these circumstances
Give better information on the country of residence, accept to move office chairs to alleviate back pain and enable home printing from
corporate laptop
checked to see how we were doing
grant time off to employees with children
Reduced timetables for students and teachers. Online school is much more intensive both for teaching as for preparation of lessons.
ensure ergonomic equipment for tele workers
Clear guidelines for home-schooling parents from the start. But this was resolved during April.
Being more comprehensive /humane
Reduce working pressure
To organise regular unit meeting, once or twice a week (Skype)
Anticipate rather than run after the events
checking up on each staff re specific conditions
reduce working hours, extend deadlines for non urgent matters,
Could have let us in once to take away whatever we needed: screens, papers.... Special chair....
Telework from home country
State openly and clearly - and also implement such through line management - that it was looking for best effort, not maintaining the targets
as if nothing was going on, and continue business as usual.
I think they did well all things considered
quite good reaction overall
Ease deadlines!!! A delay of a week is not even accepted by HoS!! Every HoS wants to see performance indicators fulfilled!!! The director NEVER
sends us the message: "Delay of 7 days is fine!" It is a fight on an individual level, instead of Director's HR-management!!! I would also
appreciate sharing costs for heating, electricity etc. for the next lock-down in winter. SINGLES need to be taken care of: This isolation is tough
for us without friends/family around us! EASE deadlines due to COV
Understood that teleworking was not a "choise" of staff, but enforced by the crisis.
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it has been nicely handled
Make Medical Service reachable (sent questions in April, still no answer), allow screen to be taken home, not join the 'feelgood hype', but focus
on people that hide their illness and worries in their isolation
Ask us what we wanted, respected our efforts in a real way, not just by offering platitudes.
The situation we find ourselves in is very challenging. I particularly feel that the organisation has managed the situation very well. i feel that
the organisaiton has managed to make sure that I am safe and also providing the necessary information as it is discovered.
I am an interpreter for SCIC, which should have focused MUCH more on health issues for interpreters who work in booths - i.e. VERY
RESTRICTED spaces. It did not, not at all!
better coordination and roadmap communication changes
My organisation (EMA) make easier as possible, but after the moving from London (= loss of staff) and the Corona lockdown, the workload
increased significally for all teams. probably would have been easier if it was in few year after we established.
Flexible working hours
The Delegation I worked in was not very accomodating of people's needs, neither did they ask for feedback from staff.
Be consistent in applying the workflows and the recommended measures.
Have more flexibility towards people with children: understanding, working hours, adapted targets
Clearer guideline in begging 1/6 of staff was allowed to work from home country it was not known to others. It made feel of favouritism. Our
aircos are bad so it was well done that return date is set to 15 of september.
It is difficult for an organisation to please every colleague - but being aware of the needs of colleageus to do a good job is essential. I think that
my organisation overlooked certain aspects regarding digital knowledge of colleagues. But it can learn from this ;-)
Not much really - it was not something tht one cold have planned for in advance and we all learned to improvise.
I think the Commission has handled it fantastically well!
improve teh IT infrastructure
I really do not know !
I would suggest testing of staff
Less pressure
not insisting in re-organise the all structure of OLAF
The Commission should have ensured that its IT systems were properly protected fro, and the Commm cyberattack. Online communication
was essential during lockdown, and the systems (eg Outlook) went down several times over this period.
Should have listened more to staff.
Trust us. It was really hard to feel my management didn't trust me to work from home: we went from having team meetings with our Head of
Department once a month to once a week and with my team leader from once a week to every day. This resulted in reducing the effective work
time and gave me the feeling of being mistrusted. My team leader even set a "virtual coffee" at 8h30 (core hours of the Agency start at 9h30)
making me feel pressure to connect so early.
I am considered essential staff and will meet a lot of people as we move back to "normal". I think my colleagues and I should be tested every
week.
EEAS guidelines for delegations do not recognise the challanges lived on an everyday basis by the colleagues posted in countries with very
limited health facilities. The tone used in their guidelines is, to say the least, shameful and does not recognise the
merit/courage/committments of the colleagues who stayed.
Staff wellbeing should be priority nr one in any circumstance.
i do not know because it is a new situation and working experience for everyone
For people with children and other relatives to take care of, automatically reducing the working hours, maye a 25% (from 8 hours/day to 6
hours/day for example) without reducing salary
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Communicate better on networks, lack of transparency, lack of reaction from the administration to certain managers who take advantage of the
situation
Enable those who wanted to fetch screens. Arrange special rates for buyng screens from major supplier if staff must buy screens and expensive
adapters (eur 25). Enable some web-based whats-app to avoid usage of private phones for work
provide screens!! laptops are really bad for eyes. Furthermore: instead of reimbursing partially public transport, it would be good to get
reimbursed fast internet connection (at home I just needed basic one before) AND printer costs!
I think the organisation did manage the crisis adequately.
Managers, in particular in the Representations were given excessive powers which are used in abusive ways, without DG COMM being involved
in the process. These powers should be supervised by DG HR, but they are not. Not even by the HR Business correspondent.
BETTER TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE SPECIAL CASE OF CONTRACTUAL AGENTS
Less workload, possibilities to take special paid leave for mothers who have very small children at home
more contact and clearer guidelines
We should have been allowed to take home necessary equipment - like screens. They should have been more clear when expressing what is
allowed and what is not - in the sence of where to work. Can you work from your home state? Some units can - some cannot - that causes a lot
of discontent. And how can there be differences between the institutions - we are all under the same Staff regulation. Last - there is no need
for cleaning to go through every office every day - when no one is there - waste..
More human and clear communication, more comprehension for difficult situations,
not to aim so much on high performance, statistics, to cover on internet and phone call work related costs
In my situation, not much
What is really disappointing is that no one in all the levels above me, dep head, director, general director, Greffe, President took the perturbing
situation as a "time to shine" showing any type of quality: Communication, organization, compassion, pragmatism. It was the usual silence,
awkwardness, arrogance, plodding along.
Addressed from the beginning the fact that many parents were left without care or education for their children and had to take over this
care/education as well as work as before.
1) Provide necessary equipment on time. 2) Reduce workload, extend deadlines.
Provide the necessary material.
Establish a clear policy for people with children at home, and clearly reduce the targets.
Make half-week teleworking the norm and reduce building space. We also impact far less on transports and polution and the EU institutions
should show the example there
INFORMATION ABOUT THE CORONA CASES IN MY INSTITUTION
communication is important, medical advice
They did well, but could have reduced the work targets.
To be aware about the work volume
Communicating possible senarios as well, not only decisions, hen it was made related to our working regime.
1) provide all staff with laptops 2) address mental health issues among students/staff 3) not expect families to cope as if nothing had happened
when the whole world is upside-down 4) managers more visible (literally) 5) fewer political decisions taken without proper insight into how
that would affect staff and students
Yes, by getting rid of production pressure by lowering the yearly objectives at the very beginning of the pandemic. Give real support to families
with young children.
Clearer workflow.
Reduce targets immediately, provide equipment at home provide some days off ( only one was given). The Office instead profited grom the
situation to pass a new salary system without resistance. A shame
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All fine, hope I can continue to work from home as much as possible!
show at least some understanding
Show interest in the well-being of the employee, not only the production, give time to implement new tools
Reconvert number of funtions
Should have automatically reduced the targets to all workers having children which cannot go to school
Reduce work pressure
Waiving targets, support people with small kids, something.
Less working pressure
The digital tool we have are still not completely suitable for the work I have to do. They need a lot of personal adaptations.
stop reforming our emplyment package until having a clearer view
The Organisation needs a respectful way to treat its staff, if it would do that outside a crisis then dealing with such a crisis would become pretty
straightfoward as eveyone would trust the other and know we all do our best.
Target reduction for everyone, and special leave for parents doing homeschooling
Reduce the work pressure - targets
inform us about the cases. 1 colleague has been tested positive on my floor, an other has been extremely bad (but not tested) and no one told
us while there was a two weeks incubation period, + the door handles, coffee machine or printers buttons which could have been contaminated.
If they had continued the deployment at the end of 2019 rather than susoending it, everyone would have had a laptop when the situation
started.
Made decisions sooner on extending emergency guiidelines. Some of the guidelines could have been clearer.
Buy masks. It is mandatory to wear them.on office premises but the employees .has to buy them themselves.
Reduce targets for people with children or taking care of others
a decent workload adaptation
Stop implementing reforms now, let us be, we are already working hard enough
Make flexible arrangement regarding production goals and leave during crisis
Provide parents with relief options and not just "we'll assess each situation individually later, do your best"
Give mire days iff, work only 4 days per week
It should have care cared about us not about increasing its profits
Adaption of workload and targets for 2020.
Improve IT
Reduce working hours and targets
Closed down entirely, don’t put employees under further stress
On a whole I feel the organization did not take into account the stress this situation has on individuals. The organization expected work levels
to be the same if not increased during this stressful time. That is why i asked for a reassignment of my current responsibilities.
I do not know
reduce workload and targets
lower targets should have been introduced
Such a strange situation, difficult to blame them, they are also taken by surprise ! They coulh have lower production targets / pressure clearly.
They should have taken more burden off the shoulders of people in difficulties...
Review the targets at an earlier stage, in order to avoid unnecessary stress. Personnally, I tried to catch up with my work with longer working
hours, without real success.
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Perhaps taking initiative instead of waiting to see what other organisations do
For once give something instead of only taking! They need to reduce the stress for colleagues that can not cope with the current situation by
reducing the target upfront and not propose to "take the situation into acount" later. Trust is destroyed so such promises are worth nothing
anymore.
N.a.
they did rather well
Implement time-reduction measures to support parents of children below 12 years
They did rather well but now they could speed up to deliver the necessary equipment for teleworking to the colleagues that are new to this.
Earlier, clearer information.
Provide reduced targets and working hours for parents with small children.
Give more time for adjustment to changes
e.g. not refusing an ergonomic chair
Provide masks
they should have reduced productivity demands and put more focus on the functioning of the legacy IT-systems.
Generic permission to telework from abroad always
Setting in writing the support by facts
No quick fix, but profound changes would be needed. The "normal" stress comes from an unbalanced career system prioritising quantity over
quality, looming incompetence dismisal and inhumane sociophatic/psycophatic HR. People would produce the same even if there were no
paper and they would have to carve the reports on stone. If you do a meaningful quality job, it will be bad for you. Doing a lot of low quality
work would be inmoral for me. Corona has just exacerbated this "normal" stress.
Reduce the targets, Team Manager should have avoid sending emails to the Team about tema being behind targets and asking us to work
faster
Nothing. They were perfect
allow extra parental leave to support homeschooling of children. We're limited to 6 months per child in total, to be taken before the 12th
birthday (otherwise forfeiting the right to parental leave). During homeschooling, the children needed a LOT of support by me, and I still had to
work just as much as before. If I had been given the chance, I would have taken 3 months of extra parental leave to help the kids. Btw, one of
them is above 12, but that only means more need for support.
Difficult to say
At least, allow us to take home our workstation (screen, keyboard & mouse) so as not to ruin our health hunched over a laptop. If we are to
work from home for extended periods of time, then the workstation should be in line with essential ergonomical requirements and work
medicine requirements.
Provide better tools
More support by providing home working equipment.
ease the workload burden on staff, provide more options for childcare
take extra workload due to children into account
Not force staff who voluntarily teleworked to continue to telework if they want to come back to the office, i.e. no return quota implementation
I think the Organisation did a great job
They could have reduced the targets and not try to force people to use their private PCs and phones for homeworking, which unfortunately
they did
more flexibility with equipment, return condition quite unclear
Overall they managed it quite well. It would have helped if they lowered production pressure and would have stopped the actions which are
targeted towards worsening our working conditions, which had been started already before the crisis.
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Reduce the working pressure.
No support from HR, give proper equipment (IT tools, ergonomic table and chair) to work from home (not just stealing what you have in the
office)
Reduce targets.
Provide more support and real help to the staff. for example, our organization does not provide masks for the staff working in the office. The
employees have to gte masks by themselves. It is symbolic about the level of care that the management shows to its staff.
With teleworking it is more complicate for the staff committee to contact the staff. Our management used the corona crisis to implement new
regulations which reduce the salaries & allowances of its staff.
Reduce targets for parents having small children at home
They should give a clear signal on to reduce the pace. They should inform us about the real CORONA figures in our office. This was done in the
beginning but suddenly there is no information about it at all. There should be some compensation on the costs incurred for home working
which have to be borne by the employees. There should be better vico facilities which would allow more informal contact between colleague.
Skype and MS Teams are not good enough.
Reduce the production pressure
I'm quite happy with the way my organisation handled the crisis. It was of course not perfect but the management has been comprehensive for
all personal situations (as far as I know), tools were provided and improved to allow work to continue and support was provided.
Provided clearer messages early on. Given the impression that they were taking decisions not just waiting to see what everyone else did
All went smooth
Providing full equipment for teleworking
should have reduced individual targets instead of promising a "gap discussion" for the end of the year assessment
provide us with computer and office equipment
1. Clearly say that targets change 2. Providr more physical help with hardware installation.
For me, things are really fine, and I cannot very well speak for others.
reduce production targets
Provide a clear statement of how much staff is supposed to perform
top-down reduction of targets, additional days off with pay for those with young children, much more thank you. My organisation behaves as if
they own my house.
The management of the crisis has bee surprisingly good, but I am afraid that some compromises taken in the ways of working, like the usage of
unfriendly tools and excessive reduction of print-outs, will not be removed after the crisis.
Review targets and other internal deadlines
Relax targets and deadlines
Provide masks for employees and visitiors (with logo!).
provide material for teleworking quickly
Provide us quicker with better tools to work paperless
Not changing the working conditions, salary adjustment, pension plans, ... during the crisis. Instead, they took advantage of everyone's absence
to push lots of reforms through. There's no way to strike or show disapproval.
Refrain from continued cuts to the benefits. Real talks were not possible as well as strikes or any form of resistance really. So continuing as
normal seemed like using the situation
Could have provided mouth/nose protecion for everyone. Adapt more swiftly to relaxing of rules, e.g. regarding canteen etc.
Better communication, better input as to what is implemented in terms of protection and why
They did well
Nothing to report
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Respect the employees efforts by immediately reducing the annual targets and granting a new kind of special leave. Instead at the EPO they
instructed us to take parental leave at our expense (which would hurt us financially while reducing our parental leave days which we would
need for the next several years, and forcing us to miss our fixed annual targets )
I think we all did extemely well under the circumstances
Lower targets
Clearly indicate that health comes before production and doing ones best will be appreciated
Could not have done anything better, it was unexpected for everyone, but should have invested heavily in IT infrastructure and tools much
earlier, instead of dragging their feet.
reduce target
they did what they could although they did not provide masks. but I am worried that the actual situation will be used for implementing harsh
changes.
Reduce the targets
Transparent communication about the health risks at work, number of sick colleagues, involve staff representatives in the decision of
measure/changes to manage the crisis
To have some support from the start how to manage / ensure my wellbeing. ‘Good advice’ came relatively late frin the office, by then i was
already stressed out.
At the very beginning of the corona crisis, to trust the staff more than they did
More trust, less extreme changes to revert to all paperless
(2x) reduce targets
it is fine
Organise a less cahotic switch to teleworking ( computer problems) and a more substantial target reduction for this year.
Could have slightly reduced working load
They could have sent us less emails/updates during the first months. It was very overwhelming and stressful. Also, they should have insisted
less on production during this difficult period.
Stop squeezing their employees like lemons, stop implementing reforms during the corona crisis.
They should have provided better ergonomics for homeworking people
I would have appreciated a 2nd Monitor and keyboard.
No suggestions.
(2x) Reduce targets
Reduction working hours+salary upon request
Supply home working equipment directly. Change new software for electronic working from not every four weeks
reduce workload
Better communication/training about new tools to be used from home
Provide better tools for working paperless.
Readjustments of targets taking into account the personal situation
All in all they handled it well. It took them a while to get started but once they did start, it went well. There were some chaotic weeks in the
beginning but overall, I'm positively surprised by how well they handled it. Maybe my bar was set low after the past years but they surprised
me and for once, in a positive way.
Nothing because of compulsory central directives
NOT using the situation for rushing further reforms to the detriment of staff without proper consultation/negotiations with staff
representatives.
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Decrease work pressure, adapt target
Business as usual does not apply.
I think my organisation did pretty well. There was a lot of communication (a Corona dedicated space was created on our intranet with daily
updates), support was offered for colleagues who needed it and we had of course the possibility to work from home. I was already working
partially from home before Corona, so I had most of the IT equipment at home already, which made that transition very easy for me.
Support externals
More empathy toward staff during difficult time, clearer message that production would suffer and that was ok. Instead, it was a very superficial
"stay happy, stay healthy" ending of emails full of indirect pressure to keep the production going at the same level.
Clearly reduce targets or put them or deadlines on hold where possible (i.e. those imposed by the office itself, not depending on international
deadline settings) and instead of giving us the opportunity to work at home 24/7 suspend the requirement of 40h/week and showing trust in
personnel to do the best they could. Direct linemangers did this. The higher the management however, the more unrealistic the views of the
paperless teleworking success.
I think they could have communicated their flexibility re teleworking from outside Belgium in the summer months sooner, to spare worry. I
hope the organisation will become more flexible about teleworking from abroad in future. Otherwise, I thought the communication was good.
not abusing the situation to push through ill-conceived reforms
lower the workload, especially for families with children; provide necessary equipment (internet connection, LAN cables, phones, etc.)
I think my organisation reacted extremely well to the situation and I do not have any complaints.
Clarify from the beginning that health matters more than production.
Better software. Less meetings held by incompetent wannabees.
take into account the Corona crisis for everyone by lowering targets by a certain percentage
Provide better home equipment as from the start to everyone needed it, and at the end of the lock down adapt to host country regulations (for
instance in The Netherlands, face mask only compulsory in public transportation but at the Office it is compulsory : not appealing to come back
to work! Canteen not really open and sport center still closed (in the Netherlands fitness schools are open again
I think they did enough, it was very unexpected and we were not ready
I am actually impressed ...
I think it has been ok consicering that it is a totally new situation
clearer instructions and avoid the working in progress concept
NN
Management of the situation OK in HQ
Temporary measures were introduced for a set period of time, but the period expired without any announcement about what should happen
next
They were not bad at all; to be even better, they could encourage/facilitate the organisation of eSocial events. The management also took
some decisions severely impacting our working package; they were already on the table before the crisis; but I would have appreciated to
postpone the decision until they could be discussed in more details with the concerned parties; e.g. basically no discussion with the unions :-(
The ergonomy of the tools for TW is at an unacceptable low level
React and inform quicker and allow teleworking abroad if your partner lives in another Member State; allow testing for all staff by the medical
service.
Clear policy for single parents
The institution could have shown more openness on the place of teleworking (from abroad). And definitly some messages from HR lacked
empathy, especially at the begining of the crisis.
Less work pressure
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to give us the necessary equipment to work you can work with a laptop for a few hours but not for 5 months, we need a mouse, a big screen, a
chair adapted, paper,sytlo, all that equipments to be able to work
Clear reduction in targets
The Commission should have started the teleworking earlier, it was obvious before they did that a pandemic was coming and should continue
teleworking for those that want to until we are protected from the virus. The latest idea of us all returning to work for two days a week is
nothing short of irresponsible and has no scientific support. It makes me wonder about the competence of those that are making these
decisions.
Better and on time informing about the measures.
none
Facilitate those who choose to come to work a bit better, not just issuing rules what one cannot do. IT infrastructure and IT tools are still open
for much improvement.
More supplies (big screen for the laptop), more flexibility (bigger percentage for working from the country of origin)
In a perfect world we should have top managers and an admin council who do not care exclusively about their wallet and their dick and we
wouldn't be "managed" through production quotas only. In this real world, they could have provided us IMMEDIATELY with the hardware (big
screens, keyboards, etc.) that we needed to work at home, instead of asking us to use our own. I had to BUY myself an extra monitor because
the EPO allowed me only to take 1 home ! (and I need 2)
Provide more possibilities to telework instead of the maximum allowed 40% of the working week in my agency.
For me, nothing. My home office was properly set up well from (nearly) the very begining. New, larger screens will now be provided to us, but
the previous ones were quite good as well. I cannot complain.
have real managers with good capacity, knowledge
All the DGs should have been involved to work same way. Political DG were made to do other DGs work (political WPs, protocol, IT, meeting
palnning etc.) All the supporting services disappeared and political DGs were left alone.
I think all things considered they did the best they could
Maybe be more prepared with IT issues but they did well and as fast as they could I think
postpone some activities which were not so urgent (oral proceedings)
Reduction of targets would have been appropriate considering the completely new working situation and additional stress
Stop focusing on targets, give people time to adapt to the constantly changing working procedures
Quicker provision of information
More time budget to adapt to working paperless
Let people decide when and where to work as we would naturally try to optimise the result of our sitting hours..
offer more support to those who cannot afford a decent apartment in which teleworking is possible
Adapt the target and give priority to the family
Clearly reduce targets and not postpone target adaptation to the end of the year
Provide hardware, better software, reduction of useless rules, fire useless managers.
loss of rights for expats when working from their home country would be more fair.
They sent us home to keep us safe, I have no complaints, they regularly updated the staff with emails. I have no complaints.
clearer rules at the beginning of the crisis regarding requirement to people to stay at home with symptoms
there were times when they were annoucing the prolonging of the mandatory tele-wprking too late, close to the expiry of deadline. Also when
they determined a strategy to come back to office in steps -they no longer communicated it via the usual channels used until that point, i.e; via
e-mails to each if the staff members -instead they were publishing it on the intranet.......
Provide equipment. Reduce working hours to compensate stress and productivity
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They should have temporarily lowered the productivity targets at least at the beginning. Also, should have provided more help to the people
with difficult situations, like with small children in house and no partner, etc.
Not yet everyone on management level is aware of the situation and provides the same level of support, lack of openness
1
At least provide masks to the personnel...
clear rule
Show flexibility and respect
I think they have done it rather well
The workload was quite high and picked up around May. It was difficult to organise unit's work considering people were/are working form
Member States, many colleagues have small children and we still had strict deadlines to fulfil. This caused extra stress.
Better harmonise the corona policy among the all EU family.
in general we did well. Anticipating and preparing for change in core business delivery should have been done better.
Use Commission building (ex ERCC) as operational crisis centre for all European countries, turning offices into rooms where ministry officials
could lodge and work in live meetings at ERCC when necessary (following regular tests)
On Commission level, there is a need for COVID parental leave, which we should be able to take part time ( f.ex 60/70/ 80 %) to combine
homeschooling and teleworking
Recognise that our goals have to be adapted and that the ergonomics of working at home can be bad..
The computer programs were already outdated before the C-crisis, this made the work situation more vulnerable
Better performance of communication tools
Although management believes they are doing a great job, they hardly have contact with staff. Management seems not to work very well on
this subject with staff representation, but then again management does not work well with them in normal situation either
Not much, except provide for regular testing and antibody testing
The first priority was the health of each employee. The Office reacts very well. Few months later, the integration to come back to normal with a
majority of colleagues could happened more earlier.
Be more flexible about taking equipment (second screen, docking station...) home.
Deliver a fully working technical environment
providing needed hardware timely
(3x) reduce targets, not change IT-tools so often, no use the Corona crisis to implement unnecessary, unfair, false policies
more suppport re office equipment. clear communication that "targets" are lowered. the EPO does not even provide masks to its own staff !!!
To me it was a troubling dispaly of arrogance and neglect that the Court of Justice chose to write all safety and health communications
concerning Covid-19 exclusively in French!
I honestly think they've done quite well.
1) be more flexible to working from home country from the start, rather than constantly hesitating to take such a simple decision.2) allowing us
from day 1 to take large office screens home. I ultimately bought one (ridiculous).
More flexibility on the respect of rules and procedures, and deadlines
Not to give the expression to misuse this situation, giving more opportunity to meet each other,
Given really clear instructions, there was a lot of needless blabla (I don't need my hierarchy telling me all the time that they're thinking of my
wellbeing.. what a nonsence! I would have preferred clarity) and not enough concrete information.
We've been given a lot of information so we know what is happening. So it has been OK.
Take the situation into account for production targets (was not done at all, everyone was expected to produce same amount as usual).
Communication was a bit chaotic (information hard to find), but extensive, so overall ok. HR and Health Service are both clearly understaffed
and it was hard to reach anyone.
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keep facilities open, adapt the common areas to the distancing rules
They were very good but at this point I think they need to make a clear commitment to allowing working from home in member states for
those whose family are there and not in Brussels. Travelling back and forth is not sensible.
EC has largely communicated. A better coordination amongs all institutions in the set of measures (confinement and de-confinement) would
have been highly suitable.
Not shifting whole responsibility (objectives, potential liabilities in case of equipment getting stolen,damaged,etc) on employees
Put workers’ health above targets and results
I think the institution has functioned very well in this crisis, trying to support staff and communicating well.
Taking into account the impact of the pandemy earlier. Once it was realized, managing the exceptional situation was performed well.
Our DG do not respect us and see us like if we are system profiteers. In fact he clearly work for the private industry not for the states and and
even less for air safety. in 3 years we have never heard that word in his mouth. he prefers to defend the interests of his compatriot who
manages ryanair
reduce targets and focus on quality of service, products and human relations
They did a lot. more than big private companies. Full power and budget should be given to a predifined task force in charge of managing the
crisis.
Reduce the targets to give more time to adapt to the new working conditions.
it was a very well managed situation by the GSC
there is not much, maybe general teleworking should have been started at the beginning of March
clear reduction of production targets, placing limits on those employees who cannot stop producing
give more leeway over summer for telework from abroad, but in times of MFF negotiations on the other hand understandable
communicate faster that targets can be adjusted according to the situation at home
Focus less on Covid (newsletters, surveys, etc.) and more on core business. I have the feeling that management vanished.
Absolutely nothing, they have done a GREAT job and in due time.
Nothing.
Accept a drop in productivity, provide decent online process tools
I don't know.
Deploy e-sigantures quicker. The need to have contemporary collaborative tools and document libraries and lists was obvious now that
everybody works from home and document sharing is an absolute need.
decrease workload and prevent working too many hours, including dedicated training for management
Better IT response and planning; better understanding of the situation and a more Human approach
Difficult to say because noone knew it would go on for so long. But a clearer policy/acceptance that employees with younger children are not
able to work as normal
More information
My organization should have authorized teleworking from far away, so that I could have taken care of my ageing mother who was all alone in
another country, yet still worked (my type of work can entirely be done at distance).
The institution should have asked us how many hours pr. day we have/had to take care of our children. These hours should have been
deducted from our working hours. It is an impossible situation and extremely stressy to try everything to be a good colleague and a good
parent (and a good partner) at the same time under these circumstances.
Trying to keep some team spirit, clarity on leave possibilities when caring for children
be more flexible
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It was a totally new situation! It was ok, but I think they could have given us an opportunity to come to he office to pick up technical equipment.
Not clear policy regarding where people were allowed to work from. SOme worked from home member states!
consider the specificities of our work don't excpecting of us the same reactivity than at work.
get ready with office equipment and working tools earlier than the actual teleworking started; they should have taken more realistic decisions
as to what is really feasible to be achieved for staff having to work with a laptop Lenovo L380 13inches screen; give allowance on phone calls
for work, paper, suitable printers, chairs and tables
To equip everyone immediately with the working tools and give us the possibility to be able to contact other members of the unit with more
efficient means
I think they also tried the best decisions
I found that our Head of Unit was supportive, emailing and telephone calling even though they had a young family to be coping with during
these difficult time. Zoom meetings to keep staff in contact, encouraging us to talk with each other. What else could they do, nobody knew
how long its going to last.
maintain teleworking and drop requirement of physical presence
Adaptation of target
Organisation caused staff to overwork in the beginning to show that it was reactive, could have been lessn
Adapting the targets.
equip staff faster with the necessary technical equipment and be more flexible in providing technical solutions
?
Better communication and a clear policy to support employees with children.
Give relief with regard to production as from the first week, and not after 6 weeks! ask line managers to regularly contact staff how it is going.
I think that the EC did quite well (IT tools, info to staff) even if for the CPE the instructions are largely not applicable. The situaiton in Brussels
prevails over Luxembourg.
Be more open to its staff
Teleworking policy extension
Ask the personnel cobfidentially about concerns, fears, respect from management etc
Yes they should enforce voluntary return to the office
Proactive, share information, teleworking 100%, put the safety first
Clear policies. Even in voluntary return as well as swifts phase thereis a lot of indirect pressure to be at the office
Moderate the workload
Take considération about our point of view, because they no idea what we have to do on a normal day
The decisions were made in two weeks basis and we didn't have long term decisions. So it was difficult to plan
Better communication
Prolong the phase of teleworking
Allow for more flexibility regarding telework
Compensate colleagues obliged to come to the office.
Providing ergonomic equipment, as many private company did. Considering this second wave as important as the first.
Consider providing support especially to the expat single colleagues and newcomerses
More clear working structure, daily or weekly communication and information sharing
There could have been clearer messages about the situation and more support in terms of equipment.
The management is doing its best for the safety of the staff.
(2x) Communicate in a straightforward, streamlined and well coordinated way
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Let us telework until a vaccine is found
Frequent updates and targeted info (not just general)
1. We should have gone on longer tw from the beginning. We were told that we had 1 or 2 weeks of tw and then that was renewed which
resulted in even more uncertainty than the whole situation was causing. 2. More understanding during the return to the office stage. We were
told we had to come back on manadatory shifts in August (no flexibility unless part of vulnerable group, parent etc). 3. Now no measures taken
regarding the new wave of cases. It is still mandatory for us to be in the office.
The Commission could have allowed more staff to come back to the office. In terms of workload the number of online meetings should be
reduced
Require testing for anyone who’s been outside the country in the previous week
No, they did their best
Availability to arrange for impromptu show-ups at the office premises when needed.
a serious target reduction in view of the constant adaptation (new tools, procedures, daily software updates) to working only digitally
Nothing. I feel my organisation have managed very well the management of the Corona crisis.
Allow teleworking from other countries much earlier. I asked for it but was denied the option at the beginning.
I think they do what they can. But they need to realise that many people don't have any space for working at home. And perform much worse. 1
day every now and then is fine. But every day. I am going nuts!
think of the human aspect and not only the business side of things
All was very well organised. No comments
Increase teleworking possibilities, better safety measures at the office (not enough desinfectants, no desinfectants in the toilets, cleaning desks
and computers regularly and leaving information when it was last done, no open space work for non-ops staff
listen to us ! do not look only at how to save money ! look into our psychological state
voluntary return to work only, let people continue teleworking twice a week now
Clarity on the measures, no clientélisme
Been more considerate of parents and vulnerable staff.
They were totally not prepared for this and run in all directions at the same time when happened. They are of the opinuion that teleworking
means no work. They should implement the teleworking as normal rule, stop the Gestor and allow people to be assessed on what they ahve
delivered rather than on the numbers of hours spent in the office. Obviously they are taking exactly the opposite direction
Stress management
Follow national policy and provide better facilities
Adopt a more collaborative management style.
More flexiblity for teleworking, i.e. allow staff to telework without arbitrary restrictions (days/week allowed for teleworking). Also, train
managers to shift perspective so teleworking is no longer perceived as a less than optimal way to work on project (many top level managers
insist to have on-site presnce despite evidence of the risks associated with it due to COVID19).
Send messages that are clearer. Messages where sometimes too long and it was difficult to understand what was requied. Communication has
somewhat improved since then.
Allow general Teleworking
Not much, it is a crisis after all
I feel it has been handled very well.
To align with the EU institutions, e.g. teleworking until further notice. To inform staff about Coronavirus cases in the HQ and to provide a test
center where staff can be tested.
split the workforce in teams who do not meet in the office (one team teleworking while th eother is in the offices)
Better communication of a far more coherent plan than was the actual case.
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Allow teleworking for all departments.
To allow more flexibility for teleworking to staff returning to work after lockdown.
Information updates and more flexibility in the teleworking.
stop asking us to pay for people like who would have lost their jobs, while the money goes to O'leary, Walsh and friend's poket
A lot
Adapt working enviroment and give Wednesday free.
Try to motivate people for teleworking more from where they feel better. Voluntary return should have happened and people should be able
to work from home together with their beloved ones wherever in Europe that would be. From a management point of view, people work
better where they feel better.
Focus on the real problems, instead of playing “tweet mania” as observed. Huge mis-opportunity to reinforce the role of European player,
instead of national/regional ad-hocs uncoordinated players.
probably with crisis management trainnig
Face to face meetings, home visits to verify working conditions, flexible hours to balance workload
Allow staff to choose to stay on TW as done in the EU (voluntary basis)
leave teleworking as an option
have a clear approach to teleworking
Communication and clarity was a joke
Organisationally an excellent job by HR. Messaging could have been more emotionally sensitive however regarding certain decisions and the
way they were announced
I believe EUROCONTROL has done a good job in the very beginning. Non critical functions were able to operate from home. On the other side I
believe that we were forced back to the office much to early. Officials had to return to the office; however external contractors could stay
safely at home; invoicing full days of work to the organisation and this with limited control over the work perfomed.
Not obliging us to come to work at least three days per week
Same rules applied to all organisation.
Well managed
Maintain teleworking instead of calling everyone back to the office
to have been more informative about the measures and apply them according to the procedures. there was a lack of communicatetion from the
beginning and the communication provided was left to interpretation due to the language used. All the procedures and communication should
have been clear and to the point. Treat all employees, working from the office and from home the same, by adaptiing the flexibility to their
working arrangements.
Continue the teleworking! Not have asked in August/September to let people come to office
prolong teleworking
We were asked to return physically to the office quite early after the confinement while other organisations had extended their teleworking.
High management should not regards telework as less valuable than physical presence. Presence is not a measure of performance.
encourage more the teleworking when the lockdown finished
They should have delayed the coming back to work on site. Making the use of masks compulsory from the begining (thus more control),
improving communication (the messages at the EU institutions show empathy towards staff contrary to ECTL: we must show we are working on
site, as if while teleworking we were not showing we were working). Very bad handling of exceptions to allow parents to stay home
teleworking until end of school. Quarantine of staff coming from orange zone "à la carte"!
Organise a forum with exchange opportunies with HRS managers for application of flexitime arrangements. An oral explantion of e-mails has a
better impact and allows to feel connected.
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Check staff who was overloaded and distribute the tasks to colleagues or learn to delgate. Personally I wrote a mail to DR to let them know
that I was not occupied 100 % and I could offer my help to any unit. I doubt my request has been taken into consideration as I never received a
clear answer.
Teleworking proved to be very efficient and I could voluntarily dedicate more hours to it. The time I usually spend commuting was given to
both my family and my work without stress. TW has been a major advantage to work efficiently and stress-free. While the rest of the European
Institutions are still mostly TWKing, Eurocontrol has imposed the office presence despite the fact the job was correctly executed from home in
most of the cases.
Allow teleworking for everyone and not in the hands of a particular Director.
Our CEO has no respect for his staff. He wants to reduce our social benefits, etc. He is now using covid 19 to achieve his ends, by creating a
climate of fear, and by wanting to make us to pay (he calls that “solidarity for the airlines” which, although they have earned billions of euros
over the past 40 years, have no cash flow (as they redistribute their profits via dividend) The Safety of air navigation must be the priority of
Eurocontrol's activities and not the interests of the companies
ok as not easy to handle
Let the people that can work from home ,to do so.
Managers in position to assess and propose new working arrangements could have been pro-active rather than reactive, or even better come
up with genuine solutions in dealing with the situation
1) At the start of the quarantine, they should have postponed some tasks, in order to give us the time to adapt. 2) They should have provided
the necessary equipment b
Buy better notebooks, not the cheepest ones. The notebook is definitely too small - the screen and not up to date.
I think my organisation handled it pretty well in the circumstances
It was ok how they handled the peak period.
difficult to say, the situation changes constantly and we all learn
Align workinf conditions with those of the Commission
Be less suspicious and finicky with teleworkers
More flexibility in working from other places than Luxembourg in periods, more equipment at home
clearer rules ofr whats allowed and what not, maybe special arrangements or optins, for people with small children, so that you cont have to
work full time, while home schooling and taking care of small children
Being more visible according to rules, and over the holiday period being more flexible to from where (home country) it is possible to work
from. Important communication/information should be communicated in several languages - not only french! Provide equipment for home
office should also have been provided.
Clearer policy regarding guidelines on where to be allowed to work and equal right for all
It is arrogant to think that it is enough to communicate important crisis information in French. They should have allwoed people to bring home
screens and other office equipment during lock-down. Now back at the office a keyboard at home would be nice since the keyboard on my
laptop differs from my working language. More clear information on who can work where - home, homecountry, beachhouse - some could go
anywhere some could not.
Enforce more the working hours. Many colleagues use teleworking as way of working whenever it pleases them, which makes organising work
quite complicated.
Better preparation, better and quicker reaction on issues, better communication.
Teleworking from abroad for all staff until the end of the crisis. Some Agencies have already informed their staff that teleworking will remain in
place until end of January 2021. Again, staff should be given the possibility whether to telework from the place of employment or their home
country/center of interests within the EU. For the employer,it does not make a difference if you work from an apartment in the place of
employment or from your home. For the staff member though it has an impact.
They did everything they could, I don't think something more could be done.
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not force us all to come back to office in June
more frequesnt communication to staff, involvement of staff in the measures, more frequently ask for staff's opinion, more agile risk
assessment of the situation and its consequences
Initial response was good, but now longer term policies/procedures & changes need to be actioned & communicated and this doesn't appear
to be happening.
It was a learning for them as well, and for an agency that had the idea that teleworking would not work, they adapted themselves quite fast. I
would say that we had extra costs to set up an office at home and this was not taken in consideration, neither if we really have the basics like a
proper chair or table. In relation to IT equipment I cannot complain.
FORESEE A PLAN
Work based on deliverables and not on mandatory hours.
More telework, from June management decided to stop working from home as all my neigbours who work in Brussels are still on telework,
simply not acceptable and dangerous due to the fact that colleagues came back from red zones with or without quarantine
provide chairs, screens and other necessary equipment to work at home.
First and foremost, improve the IT environment. No improvements seem to have been made since the start of the crisis
I think the organisation has done enough for staff. That said, I notice a lot of people complaining because they set the bar too high.
Be closer at human level. We were asked to migrate everything into our private space and there was no connection in terms of human feelings.
Addressing people as "not essential" or calling the program to come back to the office "come back to work" shown how the staff as human
being was not in the centre of the policy put in place. There is a need of more positive feeling expressed by the people in charge.
All was done ok
Yes for sure. Return 100% of people on site by 22/06/2020 is not legal and not ahving consideration of the work done remotely.
better communication
Focus on a long term strategy for the health of staff instead of making monthly plans. Although there is acknowledgement of increased
workloads - the expectations for more work keep growing
Communication to staff
criteria for decisions are not clear, and most likely moving (like for the dutch government)
Keep people connected
Avoid insisting to be at the office for 50% of the working time.
communication
Supplied with ergonomics for home, the office equipment in the office is much more suitable than the one at home, therefore, I'm suffering
more often now from back, shoulders and arms' pain
NO
Be clearer and equitable - applying the same rules at the exact same time for all the staff - no discrepancies would still be nice.
Inform staff more about what the agency was doing (continued activities, projects, etc...)
further improve tools for paperless work
Managers should schedule to have regular 1 to 1 'phone calls with their staff, to ensure that all is going well.
They should have ordered computers before the crisis.
Nothing, I think they managed the situation quite well.
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Paramètres
Questions par page

Toutes

Permettre d'envoyer le questionnaire plusieurs fois ?

Permettre le retour aux questions précédentes ?

Afficher les numéros de questions ?

Attribution aléatoire des questions ?

Afficher la barre de progression ?

Notification de réponses sur mail ?

Protection par mot de passe ?

Restriction d'adresse IP ?
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Annexe : Questionnaire
Coronavirus - European Public Service
Dear Member,
Thank you for participating to our survey. It will take a few minutes of your time and would greatly help us.
Thank you and stay safe.

1. Are you a...
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Woman
Man
X

2. How old are you ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

20 - 30 years old
31 - 45 years old
46 - 55 years old
56 - 65 years old
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3. For which European Institution / Organisation do you currently work ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

European Parliament
Council of the European Union
European Court of Justice
European Commission
Committee of Regions
European Economic and Social Committee
European External Action Service
European Central Bank
Representations
Agencies
Eurocontrol
European University Institute
ACP
Council of Europe
Office franco-allemand pour la jeunesse
European Patent Office
European Schools
Other, please specify :

4. Did you work from home during the Coronavirus crisis ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No

5. What is your current working situation ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Working from home
Working at the office
Both : working from home and at the office (weekly or daily shifts)
Still unemployed
Partially employed

6. If you are still working, have your workload or work hours increased ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

No, I have less work than before
Same as before
Increased significantly
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7. Do you feel more work-related stress since the beginning of the Corona virus crisis ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
More or less. If so, please specify :

8. Has your organisation implemented a clear policy to reduce or take into account the overload and
or work-related stress on you since the beginning of the Corona crisis (e.g. reduction in targets,
working hours, etc....)?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
More or less, please specify :

9. Have you had to care for your children while working from home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
Does not apply.

10. If yes, was/is your manager comprehensive about it ? If you answered "does not apply" or "no" to
the previous question, in general, is/was your manager comprehensive during the coronavirus crisis
?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Extremely comprehensive
Relatively comprehensive
Not very comprehensive
Not comprehensive at all

11. Do/did you feel connected to your colleagues while you are/were working from home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, totally
More or less
No, I feel/felt disconnected. Please specify :
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12. Do you have your own office space at home ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, I have a room dedicated where I can work.
No, I have to convert a room, a speficic space for it.

13. Does/did your employer provide the necessary equipment for teleworking ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
No
Other, please specify :

14. Do you feel you can/could easily disconnect outside working hours ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes
More or less. If so, please specify :
No

15. Would you consider teleworking as a regular advantage afterwards ?
Propositions de réponse: Choose one answer

Yes, totally
Definitely no
Yes and no. Please specify :

16. How did/do you cope with your current working situation ?
Propositions de réponse: Please write an answer

17. What do you think your organisation could/should have done better in the management of the
Corona crisis?
Propositions de réponse: Please write an answer
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